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by Anna Cham
Hot times in the city! It‘s Memphis
In May time and look who‘s coming
to town — On Mud Island: May 14,
it‘s Stevie Ray Vaughan and
Double Trouble; May 21, local boys
THE WILLYS open for America
and Three Dog Night; May 31, The
Beach Boys. Also on the Island
‘every Tuesday night, they‘re
throwing Sunset parties with our
favorite Memphis bands!
May 8th and 9th are bringing on
another Beale Steet MusicFest. No
firm schedule on the bands yet, but
you know it‘ll be an event.
Playing the Peabody are: Sweet—
hearts of the Rodeo and the
O‘Kanes (with ex—Memphian Roy
Yeager on drums) on May 3 in
Peabody Alley with Leon Redbone
up in the Skyway, Jerry Jeff
Walker in the Alley on May 10 and
John Sebastian on May 22.
Mothers, lock up your children!
The Memphis Star t—shirt stars are
returning to town! Look for them
in 3—D. Memphis‘ exports Jim
Rusidoff, Kinley Wolfe and Chris
Craig are riding into the Stage
Stop with the big D—boy Terry Lee

Former Memphis Star editor Deborah
L. Camp has joined Star Stage as V.P.
of Marketing and Promotions.
photo by Morgan Murreil
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Glaze on May 14, 15 and 16.
They‘re bringing 3—D cassettes and
T—shirts.
If you guys can‘t find SOME—
THING to do on the river or
around this town in the next few
weeks, just hold on. Right around
the corner in time we‘ve got THE
MEMPHIS MUSIC EXPO.
Scheduled for June 12—21, this fest
is the revised (new and improved?)
version of MusicFest. All local
talent with a low cover charge and
an opportunity to vote for your
favorite band.
Also on line is CROWDED
HOUSE at the Antenna on May 5.
The show opens with local heroes
Think As Incas. (See story on page
21.)
°
MEMPHIS IN MAY —SUPPORT
LIVE MUSIC and make some
noise!!!
If the sun gets too hot try cooling
off in the Paramount Twin on May
22, 23 and 24. Tim Walsh is
bringing his Original Laser
Spectacular set to Pink Floyd
sounds.
On to the news . . .
MUSIC BUSINESS NEWS
The Center for Southern Folklore
announced the appointment of
Martha Ellen Maxwell as a
Managing Partner in charge of
business and development for
the center. Maxwell was formerly
the Executive Director of the
Memphis and Shelby County Film,
Tape and Music Commission.
"I look forward to bringing the
mission of the Center to the public
as we develop programs and pro—
jects that can communicate these
(cultural) experiences to local,
national and international
audiences. I also want to make
sure the Center increases its mem—
bership and reaches its Challenge
Grant," Ms. Maxwell stated.
In 1985 the Center was one of
only 50 organizations in the country
and the only one in Tennessee to re—
ceive a Challenge Grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts.
The Center will receive $100,000
provided it raises $300,000 in new
and increased revenues by May
MEMPHIS STAR

Historical markers were placed on
Beale Street April 7th.
Courtesy of the Center For Southern Folklore

1989. If you are interested in help—
ing meet that goal call 726—4205.
Star Stage, Inc. has announced
the recent hiring of Ms. Deborah
L. Camp as Vice—President of
Marketing and Promotions. In her
new position Ms. Camp will over—
see operations of the Entertain—
ment Agency and Promotional
Divisions of Star Stage, Inc. and
will report directly to L.O.
i
McKeehan, Corporate President.
In addition, Ms. Camp has been
elected to the Corporate Board of
Directors.
Ms. Camp has a broad back—
ground in the areas of music and
media including music agency and
promotional experience. She is
past editor of The Memphis Star
and most recently was Assistant to
the Dean of Communication and
Fine Arts at Memphis State
University. Ms. Camp will
continue in her position as Execu—
tive Director of the Memphis
Chapter of the National Academy
of the Recording Arts and
Sciences.
CONGRATULATIONS
There‘s an epidemic of weddings
around the Memphis Star office.
Managing editor Hal Quick and
Melinda Griffin tied the knot on the
same day Staff Writer Bill E. Burk
wed Connie Lauridsen. Bill and
Connie were married in stereo on
32 tracks at Memphis Sound Pro—
May, 1987

ductions‘ Beale Street studio. What
an original idea!
Also, Mike Pendergrast, the Star
Marketing Manager, and Livy
Reedtook their vows on April 25th.
Now the single females
outnumber the eligible bachelors
down here. I wonder if I should
worry about them or us?
Memphis Star—congratulates
April‘s WRITER OF THE
MONTH: TONY
Tony
cont. page 26

CONNIE HIERS, M.D.
PLASTIC & RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY
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Letters
Dear Memphis§tan

I get your magazine every month
and I think it is a super magazine.
I love all the article and the
reviews.
I especially like the
articles about‘ local bands.
I
wonder how you could have
missed the band called Country
Comfort ...? ~

ald

May, 1987

Al

A.

NJ RCM D

Sincerely,
Elaine Aldinger
Dear Ms. Aldinger,
Thanks for letting us know about
the band. Your query brings up an
excellent point we‘d like to address.
While we take pride in covering
more of the Memphis entertain—
ment scene than anyone we are
simply not able to cover everything.
The size ofour staffand space in the
magazine are both limited but we‘re
growing as fast as we can.
Secondly, and probably most
important, many people do not let
us know what we might be missing.
Many entertainers in our area
don‘t even take advantage of our
FREE monthly Concert Calendar
listings, much less provide press
kits or recent Moms and tapes.
Regular columns such as "Star
Tracks" and "Studio News"
include invitations to performers
to submit information. We find
many of ourfeature stories in these
columns.‘
In addition, our
masthead clearly states that
"Reader contributions are
encouraged .. ."
Now we hope to hear from
Country Comfort (perhaps at least
for our Concert Calendar).
As for all you other musicians
out there let us hear from you. We
can‘t be everywhere at once. *
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is a Full
Service Enter—
tainment Corpo—
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Paes

Indianapolis, Indiana, were in
cutting tracks with John Hampton.
At ROADHOUSE RECORD—
ING: Mark Patrick and Ronnie
Vandiver provided original music
as the theme for a new television
show, Chalk It Up, which is broad—
cast on the USA cable network.
Ricky Watson was in recording
advertisements and voice—overs for
the first Gospel Academy—Awards
and he began pre—production for an
LP by the True Faith Community
Choir.
by Ken Houston
At ARDENT Studio A: The
Fabulous Thunderbirds were in
cutting tracks with Dave Edmunds
producing. This will be Edmunds‘
first complete stateside project.
Dave Charles is engineering with
Tom Laune assisting. (See story on
page 8.)
In Studio B: Joe Walsh continues
his album project with producer
Terry Manning mixing. The title _
of the album will be Got Any Gum?
Marshall Crenshaw and producer
Don Dixon were in mixing with
John Hampton assisting. Carl
Perkins started an album project
for B&S Music. Also in for B&S
was Wayne Thomas. Joe Hardy
was behind the board for both
projects.
In Studio C: DeGarmo & Key
continued work on their new
album. John Hampton is co—
producing and engineering. Alex
Chilton continued work on his
album for French label New Rose.
Mark Culp and Tom Laune were
engineering. Pat Taylor
engineered overdub and mixdown
sessions for The Works. Producer
Eli Ball was working on two songs
with singer Joanna Jacobs. Detail
guitarist Steve Ingle played on the
sessions. Tom Laune engineered:
the sessions and John Hampton
mixed. Bobby Rush was in cutting
tracks and Joe Simon was mixing
"It‘s True I Love You." Robert
Jackson was behind the board for
both sessions. Recordio, from
Page 6

At COTTON ROW: Pete Pederson
of Peter Buck Productions has been
in doing jingles for Graceland
Dodge, Mac‘s Tire Center and
Country Calendar. Musicians
include Tony Thomas, Michael
Toles and Pete Pederson. Vocalists
include Bill Flores, Phillis Duncen
and Donna Hauth.
Earl Peaks of the Marvells was
in working on a demo package to
be shopped to major labels in New
York and Los Angeles. Ernest
Williamson was producing and
Earl was co—producing. Doug
Nightwine was engineering.
New Memphis Music Productions
was working up material by Rachel
, York for demos to be shopped by

. Publishing Director William
Bearden. Nikos Lyras was
producing and engineering.
Paul Brown has been in con—
tinuing his pre—porduction work for
his up—coming demo project for
New Memphis Music Productions,
which will be shopped by William
Bearden to major labels.
Don McMinn was also in recently
doing blues demos for the pub—
lishing company. Nikos Lyras was
producing and engineering.
Nikos Lyras has started pro—
duction of Ella Brooks‘ up—coming
album to follow her single "It‘s
Easy (When You‘re On Fire)" to be
released shortly on the new major
label Quantum/MCA Records.
Ella is being backed up by the
— Groove MD‘s Rhythm Section.
— The players are Nikos Lyras,
Dwayne Thomas, James Robertson,
Ernest Williamson, Tommy
Priakos and Lannie McMillan.
Nikos Lyras is producing and
engineering. Eric Patrick is
second engineer.
:
John David has just completed
production on a seven song demo
package for "Hartline," a group of
young high school students that
promise to be a great future in—
fluence on Memphis music. The
project is now being reviewed by
the New Memphis Music Publish—
ing director William Bearden.
At POWERHOUSE: Work con—
tinued on Bill Beaty‘s recording
project. Bill is producing with

Artist Paul Brown with, from left, manager Bill Lusk, producer Niko Lyras and
New Memphis Music President William Bearden.
photo by Larry Stapleton
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At MASTERCRAFT RECORD—
ING: the comedy team of Bozo and
Me were recently in working on a
project.

Got A

Need A

Call

At OMNI STUDIO Memphis
rockers The Dice (Rick McConnell,
Richard Prokup, Bill Howerton and
Ross Williams) are currently re—
cording demos for a proposed
Memphis compilation tape to be
shopped at New York‘s New Music

Seminar in July. *
May, 1987

Star

Job?

Stage!

Deborah L. Camp » Steven Sneed

901—526—STAR e outside Tennessee 1—800—643—0016
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A

PARTY

FOR

100,000
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At MEMPHIS STATE
COMMERCIAL MUSIC RECORD—
ING COMPLEX: The Windows
were in cutting tracks for two
songs with engineer Ken Houston
co—producing the band. Also, look
for an album by The Windows this
summer featuring songs that were
cut at Ardent by John Hampton.
At USC SOUND PRO—
DUCTION®S: Rodney Peppenhorst
and John Jenkins have been
mastering custom album projects
for the marching bands of the fol—
lowing universities; the University
of Alabama, Florida State
University, Eastern Illinois
University, Northeast Louisiana
University, Louisiana Tech, and a
two record set of the Louisiana
Tech Symphonic Band.
The Memphis Symphony
Orchestra performance of Mozart‘s
Requiem Mass in D Minor was re—
corded April 5th in DBX 700
Digital with an AKG C—24
stereophony microphone and
special modified line level C—414
microphones.

Band?

XOFNNfNNf2.2.f 2.N.f3g.¢%f.¢.¢.

At CTN/PIKE: Rev. Leo Gray
completed an album project which
is receiving local airplay. The
Williams Brothers completed an
album entitled Searching
Homeward. Gerald McDade was in
for a demo session. Cordell
Jackson and Earl Randle were in
working on soundtracks for tele—
vision. Bob Holden engineered.
Tay Falco was in working on an
album to hand carry to Europe.

***x ****************************;
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Chet Leonard engineering. Studio
owner Steve Hauth and Danny
Jones are assisting with the pro—
duction, as well as playing on the
project. They are hoping for a late
summer or early fall album release.

3.
E
| 24&**

MEMPHIS
arh of JULY
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STATE OF THE ART P.A. RENTALS
SOUNDCRAFT, JBL, QSC, CARVER, TURBOSOUND, LEXICON,
TAD, KLARK TEKNIK, AKG, SENNHIESER, BEYERDYNAMIC
CETACEA SOUND, INC.
2850 LAMB PLACE, SUITE #5
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38118
FOR INFO & BOOKINGS CALL (901) 363—3856

PEOPLEeww

CReAtIVIt y
SOUNDSUNREEL STUBIOS __ 6
1902 NELSON AVENUE « MEMPHIS, TN 38114 » 901/278—834
FT TS—24, RS
24 TRACK,AMS,
RECORDING
WITHVINTAGEMIC
SOUNDCRASANDLIMITE
LEXICON,
OTARIMTR—90
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Rockin‘

With

The

Thunderbirds:

Something Your Mother Wouldn‘t
Quite Approve Of

Interview With Jimmie Vaughan
photo by Eugene Pickett
Cover Photography by Kelly K. Craig courtesy of Ardent Studios
by Susan Hesson

] immie Vaughan, resplendent in
black from his slicked—back hair
and Ray—Bans to the toes of his
boots was kind enough to answer
when I asked him why people like the
Fabulous Thunderbirds. "If I can be
so bold," he said, "I think we‘ve got
soul and people can hear that. They
don‘t hem—haw around about us — they
either like us or they don‘t. It‘s dirty,"
he laughed. And then he turned my
question back on me — and I mumbled
something about their performance
being ". . . something your mother
wouldn‘t quite approve of." This
time he really laughed.
"That‘s it, perfect. That‘s just the
way it is. We don‘t have no big
message. The biggest message you
get from the Thunderbirds is
probably pelvic," he said with a grin.

"We‘re not trying to change the:
world; we‘re just trying to have fun."
In town to record their next album
(slated for a June release) at Ardent
Studios, the Fabulous Thunderbirds

(Vaughan, Kim Wilson, Fran
Christina and Preston Hubbard) tore
it up with new material from the
album as well with favorites from
last year‘s screaming blues—rock hit
Tuff Enuff. And anyone‘s mother
who witnessed the Thunderbirds at
the Radisson Hotel‘s Tennessee
Ballroom April 11th would have had
to get down on her knees and pray or
give up and join the fracas. Said
Vaughan of the event, "We had a ball. —
We still like to play small places.
Nothing‘s changed about us — we‘re
just getting older."
The moment they took the stage
was like stepping into a time machine
and being transported back to some
smoke—filled dive by the side of a
highway during those distant days
when rhythm and blues and country
gave birth to rockabilly and rock
and roll. From Jimmie Vaughan‘s
non—stop blistering guitar, to Fran
Christina‘s aloof, Charlie Watts—ish
drumming, to Preston Hubbard‘s
slap—thump on his tall, white stand—
up bass as he scanned the audience
leering at girls — all the ingredients

The Fabulous Thunderbirds, from left, Preston Hubbard, Jimmie Vaughan, Kim
Wilson and Fran Christina relax with their favorite magazine during a break from
their recording session at Ardent.
photo by Kelly K. Craig
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DAVE
EDMUNDS

We
Hear
You
Rockin‘

by Rick Steff
A
t‘s hard to pigeon—hole Dave
Edmunds. His late 70‘s band
Rockpile (with Nick Lowe) was
instrumental in reintroducing
songs and rock and roll into the
musical mainstream. His own
Dave Edmunds Band‘s latest
album, the live I Hear Yow
Rockin‘, is on the charts. As a
guitarist he‘s worked with Johnny
Cash, Elvis Costello and Paul
McCartney to name but a few.
He was musical director on the
soundtrack for Porky‘s Revenge
and has produced and cut tracks
for the Michael J. Fox movie Light
of Day. For all that he‘s probably —
best known to the public for the
bands he‘s produced. He‘s shaped
the Stray Cats and been behind

May, 1987
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were there. But when Kim Wilson,
during a sultry, almost nasty little
number ‘bout his baby being "tuff
enuff" turned and grinned at
Hubbard and laughed that
downright dirty "you know what I
mean" laugh was when the
screaming started in earnest. This is
what Bible—totin‘ mamas and papas
and preachers warned us all about in
the late fifties; louder and faster and
raunchier than ever.
But offstage, still cool and still
dressed in black, Jimmie Vaughan
isn‘t quite the big bad wolf at all. In a

;
©
E
photo by Susan Hesson
the board for George Thorough—
good. He was selected to produce
the critically acclaimed Everly
Brothers reunion album £884 as
well as last year‘s successful Born
Yesterday.
If there is a thread running
through all this it‘s a simple love
for guitar led rock and roll — classic
rock and roll flowing from the
Memphis rockabilly tradition that
somehow found its way into
: Edmunds‘ home in Wales.
Edmunds has been in town the
past few weeks producing The
Fabulous Thunderbirds. The still
untitled (but reportedly a hot
number) album, recorded at
Ardent, is due for a June 30
release.
That Edmunds was
selected is no surprise since he
produced last year‘s chart topping
cont. page 23
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voice softened by a truly sweet
Southern accent he recalled growing
up in Texas and what led him to learn
to play guitar.
"If I wasn‘t doing this, I‘d be an
asbestos worker like my dad in
Dallas," he said. "That‘s what he used
to do. He‘d say to me, ‘Son, I wish
you‘d figure something else out (to do)
9 39
‘cause I don‘t want you to do this‘.
At age thirteen, he found out
something else to do, quite by
accident. "I was a terrible football
player," he continued. "And I had to
__do something to get over it and to
make money. I got tackled playing
football and broke my collarbone and
was sent home for a month. One of
my dad‘s friends came over and he
said, ‘Here, man;‘ he gave me a guitar
— it had three strings on it. He said,
‘Play this, it won‘t hurt you like
football.‘
I‘ve been playing ever
since."
The Vaughan household was
indeed a fertile ground for growing
musicians. Both he and little brother
Stevie Ray benefited from a
multitude of guitar—playing uncles on
both sides of their family and from
the domino parties his parents threw
on the weekends that were
frequented by members of Bob Wills‘
legendary Texas Playboys.
"We
couldn‘t help it — ‘cause music was
always around," he said.
"When we grew up my dad always
travelled; we lived in Jackson, MS,
Shreveport, LA, Baton Rouge,
Lafayette, Little Rock, AR. — we lived
everywhere in the South."
That

purely southern influence is evident
in his playing today.
A strong
mixture of blues, rockabilly, and a
bit of country twangin‘ recreate
faithfully the sound of early per—
formers such as Johnny and Dorsey
Burnette, Carl Perkins and Bob
Wills.
But, as he demonstrated with his
stories, there‘s a world of difference
between picking for fun and playing
for a living, something the Fabulous
Thunderbirds are only too aware of.
Hard work, endless touring that
keeps them far from home and loss of
privacy take their toll. "The most dif—
ficult thing (about their success),"
Vaughan explained, ‘"is the
travelling. We were home 3 weeks
last year — 3 weeks. That‘s not very
much.
It‘s not very good for
marriages — I mean — what are you
doing all this for — so you can get
enough money to buy a house but you
can‘t go there because you got to go
out and work. But that‘s the only
thing that‘s wrong with this business
as far as I can figure out."
Time limits not only their personal
life but other projects are invariably
put on hold as well. In the past,
Vaughan has worked closely with R
& B diva Lou Ann Barton, forming
her Triple Threat band before
hooking with Kim Wilson to form the
Thunderbirds. (Vaughan appears on
her latest album, Forbidden Tones.)
"She‘s a very good singer. I really
want to work with her again. We see
her every day. I‘d really like to take
the whole band (and do an album
cont. page 17

|
Vaughan, Wilson and Hubbard, "sultry, almost nasfy" at the Radisson April 11th.

photo by Dan O‘Keete
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generally considered by the
attendees as one of the best ever
sponsored by the chapter.
Con—
ducting the session was producer
Leslie Ann Jones and engineer Fred
Catero, both of San Francisco. The
all—day session was held at the newly
built Memphis Sound Productions
‘studio on Beale Street. The Watson
Singers, a local gospel group with
two albums to their credit, acted as
the "recording talent" in the
educational seminar.
The Memphis chapter sponsored
its first "Ridiculous Record Sale" for
this year. The record sales have
become a tradition for the chapter
and has raised thousands of dollars
for the chapter, most of which has
been given to Memphis State‘s
Commercial Music Student
Association for various projects and
scholarships.
This month the chapter will be
represented at the National Trustees
meeting in Montego Bay, Jamaica.

NARAS
We Are

The Grammy Awards
And Much More
«up"
®

If You‘re Part Of
The Recording Industry . . .
We‘d like to invite you to join
the Memphis Chapter of the
National Academy of Record—
ing Arts and Sciences.
Our Active members vote for

the Grammy winners, and
along with our Associate (non—
voting) members we‘re helping
— to create Tomorrow‘s Music
Industry today.

"I
veto
| ‘Please send me more info about joining NARAS: I
I

| Name

I

I Address

I

=
I
|
|
I

I

L

I

State

NARAS

Zip

Ii

P.O. Box 41072 e Memphis, TN 38174—1072

(901) 454—2350

I
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BMI Expands In Europe
New York —— Frances Preston,
‘President and CEO of BMI,
announce today the expansion of
the performing rights organiza—
tion‘s London office serving the
European community and the
appointment of Phil Graham as
Director of European Relations.
Graham will assist Robert
Musel, Chief of European
Relations for BMI.
In making the announcement,
Preston said, "The growing inter—
national character of the music
business makes it increasingly im—
portant for BMI to assure that it
has the capability to provide ser—
vice to both BMI writers and pub—
lishers whose product is licensed
abroad and to Europeans who
license their product in the U.S.
Phil‘s experience in writer and
publisher relations with BMI over
the past seven years will increase
our capability to provide service in
both directions."
Preston noted that BMI is the
only performing rights society
that compensates performing
rights societies abroad at the same
time that is pays its own affiliated
writers and publishers at home.
May,
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The monthly chapter meetings are
now back to the first Tuesday of the
month again. They were changed to
accommodate the schedule of the
executive director, Deborah Camp.
However, with Ms. Camp‘s recent
announcement that she has joined the
staff of Star Stage as vice—president
of marketing and promotions, she
can now attend the meetings of the
first Tuesday of the month. At last
month‘s meeting the Board of
Governors voted to change the
meetings back to the previous date.
At last month‘s meeting the
chapter agreed to participate again
this year in co—sponsoring Memphis
State University‘s Distinguished
Achievement Award‘s banquet. The
recipient this year is Chet Atkins who
will be honored with a dinner and
awards program on August 16. At
that time NARAS will present a
Governor‘s Award to Mr. Atkins.
The Producers and Engineering
Seminar held last month was

Attending the annual meeting will be
President Danny Jones, Executive
Director Deborah Camp, National
Vice—President Richard R. Ranta,
Trustee Joe Dixon, and Alternate
Trustee Larry Lipman, who is the
chapter‘s treasurer. The purpose of
the meeting is to discuss and vote on
various awards and categories of the
Grammys as well as other aspects of
the awards process. The meeting will
be proceeded by a presidents‘ and
chapter directors‘ forum which will
discuss policy and problems
associated with individual chapters.
The Academy‘s dues year has
begun again. All active and associate
members have received their
membership renewal notice. Dues
for actives is still $27.50 yearly and
$$22.50 for associates. Information
about membership applications or
dues can be obtained by ringing 794—
8949.
This month‘s meeting will be held
Tuesday, May 5 at 5:30 in the 5th
floor auditorium of the Media
General Building on Union
Extended. x
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HottestSellingAlbums&
SongsReceivingTheMost
RadioAirplay
InMemphis
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1. ARETHAFRANKLINANDGEORGE
MICHAEL(
W2. CROWDEDHOUSE(
aIt‘siOtivnegr(FoArMiseta) I KnewYCapitol)ouDoWn‘etrDreame
34.. STARSHIP(
U5. STEVEWINWOOD(
sLOUGRAMM(
Now RCAA)tlNanottihAcit)lnMagni‘tdiscn)iGgoThhnteBaFliuSneteorp
Tohniintgas Sire/Warner Bros.) La Isla
67.. BMADONNA(
Mercury) Stone
L8. KOOLANDTHEGANG(
ove

DANCE SINGLES*
SIGN ‘O‘ THE TIMES (Warner Bros.) Prince
DONT DISTURB THIS GROOVE (Atlantic)
The System
KEEP YOUR EYE ON ME (A&M) Herb
Alpert
THERES NOTHING BETTER THAN
LOVE (Epic) Luther Vandross with
Gregory Hines
I KNEW YOU WERE WAITING (FOR ME)
(Arista) Aretha Franklin & George Michael
I GOT THE FEELIN® (IT‘S OVER) (Col—
umbia) Gregory Abbott
ALWAYS (Warner Bros.) Atlantic Starr
JUST TO SEE HER (Motown) Smokey
Robinson
LOOKING FOR A NEW LOVE (MCA) Jody
Watley
10. STONE LOVE (Mercury/Polygram) Kool
& The Gang
*Based on Billboard

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

TOP COUNTRY SINGLES*
THE TRIO (Warner Bros.) To Know Him Is
To Love Him
MICHAEL MURPHY AND HOLLY DUNN
(Warner Bros.) A Face In The Crowd
THE O‘KANES (Columbia) Can‘t Stop
My Heart From Loving You
MICHAEL JOHNSON (RCA) The Moon
Is Still Over Her Shoulders
JUDY RODMAN (MTM/Capitol) Girls Ride
Horses Too
OAK RIDGE BOYS (MCA) It Takes A
Little Rain
CONWAY TWITTY (MCA) Julia
KATHY MATTEA (Mercury) You‘re The
Power
T. GRAHAMBROWN (Capitol) Don‘t Go To
Strangers
STEVE EARLE (MCA) Goodbye‘s All
We‘ve Got Left
*Based on airplay on KIX—106 and WMC—79
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gLUB NOUVEAU (Warner Bros.) Lean On
e
9. BANGLES (Columbia) Walking Down Your
Street
10. EXPOSE (Arista) Come Go With Me
*Based on airplay on FM—100

ALBUM SALES
CLUB NOUVEAU (Warner Bros.) Life, Love
and Pain
U2 (Island) The Joshua Tree
PRINCE (Paisley Park) Sign ‘O‘ The Times
BEASTIE BOYS (Def Jam) License To III
LIVE CREW (Luke Skywalker) 2 Live Crew
WHITESNAKE (Geffen) Whitesnake
LUTHER VANDROSS (Epic) Give Me The
Reason
BON JOVI (Polygram) Slippery When Wet
ANITA BAKER (Elektra) Rapture
. TRIO (Warner Bros.) Trio
Source: Pop Tunes South, Sound Warehouse,
Record Bar, Mall of Memphis

TOP COLLEGE ALBUMS
D.R.1. (Restless) Crossover
PANTHER BURNS (New Rose) World We
Knew
DESCENDENTS (New Alliance) All
7 SECONDS (Positive) Praise
MUD BOY AND THE NEUTRONS (New
Rose/Peabody) Known Felons In Drag
BIG STAR (Big Beat) Radio City
MEAT PUPPETS (SST) Mirage
REM (IRS) Superman (12" Single)
SQUIRREL BAIT Homestead) Skag Heaven
. BUTTHOLE SURFERS (Touch and Go)
Locust Abortion Technique
Source: Rare Records

soOUTH
MAIN
STREET
HISTORIC
DISTRICT

Call
52—LOFTS
New Downtown
Loft Apartments

Nobody rents or sells more formalwear
than Gingiss. That‘s because we only stock
the most current fashions, plus important gear like
formalshirts, bow ties, studs, and even shoes.
Visit the number one choice of indoorsmen
in—the—know.
gingiss formalwear

The Memphis Star welcomes input from all
radio stations and record stores in the Memphis
area. Submissions must be typed, and include
performer, label, and title of song or album.
Submissions must be received by the 15th of the
month prior to publication to guarantee
inclusion. Direct information to The Memphis
Star, c/o C.P.J. Mooney IV, 643 South
Highland, Memphis, TN 38111

MEMPHIS STAR

20% OFF
ANY PURCHASE OR RENTAL
WITH THIS AD
Expires 6/30/87
East Memphis

South Memphis

362—5151
Hickory Ridge Plaza

3964340
Southbrook Mail
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lRadio Rhodes:

A

Different

Sort

Of Beast

the Memphis area. In other words,
why hasn‘t the college worked to
How» many of you remember the — make WLYX the outstanding radio
station which it could be; one that is
"old" WLYX? 24 hour, free—
active in the community and reflects
form progressive Radio Free
positively on both the college and the
Memphis? Now, how many of those
city
as well?
of you who answered yes, listen to
It was with these questions in mind
Radio Rhodes (FM 89.3), the "new"
that I recently interviewed General
WLYX? Then I don‘t have to tell you
Manager Karen Luvaas and
that we‘re talking about two very
volunteer Music Director Cassie
different beasts. In a way it‘s unfair
Tobin. However, before looking at
to compare the two, as the current
what‘s wrong with the station, we
station is very much a college radio
need to look first at what‘s right.
station, where the older model was
WLYX is a college radio station. As
more a community station. And
such, it‘s first function should be, and
while WLYX does some things very
is, to serve the students. According to
well, in other areas it is sorely
Miss Luvaas, "WLYX is really a
lacking.
learning experience for most of the
This is a subject on which I have
D.J.‘s. And it‘s important that we‘re
very strong feelings.
I‘ve been
out in the community. If this were
involved with the station since
just for the campus, we could do this
September, 1982, hosting a wide
closed circuit."
variety of shows, including rock, jazz,
Another area where WLYX has
new age, classical, and experimental.
improved since Miss Luvaas came on
I‘ve also served as Music Director
back in 1983 is stability. "When I
and, for one summer, Assistant
first came here . . . it was a mess.
Manager. And for all the time I‘ve
One of the main things I‘ve concen—
been with WLYX, one thing has
trated on is stability. Getting the
really bothered me.
I‘ve never
D.J.‘s to show up for shifts, keeping
understood why a college as image—
us on the air over (college) breaks . ..
conscious as Rhodes has ignored an
this was very difficult to do when I
in—house media outlet that blankets
first came here."

by Tony Pantuso
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WLYX broadcasts Jazz M—F 8 a.m.
to 3 p.m., Sun. 6— midnight; Classical
M—F 3 p.m. to 8 p.m., M—Th. 10 p.m. —
midnight, Sun. 8 a.m. — 6 p.m.; Rock M
— Th 8 p.m. — 10 p.m., Fri. 8 p.m. —
midnight, Sat. 4 p.m. — midnight.
Special programming includes "20th
Century Sounds (experimental and
electronic), Mondays 10 p.m. —
midnight; "On The Beach" (reggae),
Mon. 10 a.m. — 12:80 p.m.; "Abbey
Road" (Music of the Beatles), TH. 8
p.m. — 10 p.m.; "Shelby County Farm
and Poultry Show" (bluegrass), Sat. 8
a.m. — noon; "Folklore" (Irish and
EuropeanFolk), Sat. noon — 4 p.m.;
and "The Blue Brew" (Blues), Fri.
12:30p.m. — 3 p.m.

Programming has also improved
since the "dark days" of the 82—83
school year. Currently Luvaas feels
that the station presents a "semi—
professional" sound.
"Obviously,
with a staff of volunteers, we‘ll never
be ‘professional.‘" The on—air sound
‘is very strong in the mornings and
afternoons with the Jazz program—
ming. Says Tobin, "Our Jazz is by far
the strongest around. We‘re not
limited." Luvaas agrees. "The D.J.‘s
are willing to experiment. You‘ll
hear a greater variety here than
anywhere else."
The Rock
programming is also very strong, in
spite of limited hours. The Saturday
morning programming of bluegrass
(the Shelby County Farm and
Poultry Show) and European Folk
(Folklore) are perhaps two of the
finest shows anywhere on Memphis
radio.
The two weak spots are classical
and public affairs.
The station
simply does not have a major league
classical library. Combined with
student volunteers whose knowledge
of classical music is limited to
Beethoven‘s Fifth, Gershwin‘s
Rhapsody In Blue, and Bach‘s
Toccata and Fugue in D minor, and
who pronounce Ashkenazy and
Rostropovich in every conceiveable
manner except the correct, the result
tends to sound repetitive and
amateurish.
As for public affairs, it boils down
to two things: money and manpower.
"I had a whole list of ideas, things
that I wanted to do when I came
here," says Luvaas. "Public affairs,
local productions . . . I‘ve had to
May, 19874

become so involved in the day—to—day
operations of the station that I‘ve had
nothing left over." Additionally, the
station‘s production equipment is
practically unusable due to the age
and decrepitude. You‘re left with no
station—produced programming, and
almost no internal promotional or
public service material. (The one
exception to this, the Faith County
comedy series, was produced by
students in the broadcast studio after
the station signed off at midnight.)
Money and manpower are also the
reason behind the station‘s greatest
lack, that of a news department.
"I‘m simply not qualified to run it,"
says Luvaas. "We need someone from
the journalism field. Also, in order to
do news, you need to have wire
service, which is expensive."
To
establish a news department the
station would need to spend six to
seven thousand dollars a year on wire
service, as well as an initial
investment in production equipment
of at least six thousand. And, when it
comes to allocating money for the
station, the school seems extremely
reluctant.
"Sometimes I feel like WLYX is a
poor stepchild to the school," Luvaas
continues. "In order to get anything I
have to wait until the end of the year
surplus, and then the station is just
one of the many departments
screaming for things they need now.
And the school might decide that the
refectory expansion or a new
computer terminal in the library is
more important than a new cart
machine."
So why not ask Fred Smith or other
civic leaders to drop a few grand on
WLYX to establish a news
department? According to Luvaas,
the Planning and Development
Office doesn‘t really like it when
large sums of money come into the
college from sources beyond its
control. And any monies raised by
that office would go to where they
wanted it, and not necessarily where
it was most needed.
As for the future, Luvaas states,
"I‘d like to see the station more inte—
grated into the curriculum. We have
a new media professor this year, and
she seems enthusiastic . . . hopefully,
we can build up a better program."
At this moment, there are no plans to
extend broadcast hours. "I‘m not
pleased with the security situation

May, 1987

around here," says Luvaas. "When
they finish the expansion of the
student center (in approximately two
years) I‘m told we‘ll have our own
secure 24—hour access. At that time,
we‘ll probably expand, which will
mean more rock hours .. . we should
be on at least from six until two.
But signing on at six is tough. Both
the community volunteers and the
students feel that it‘s too early. And I
don‘t want to be here every morning
at six to sign us on."
Perhaps in the future, Rhodes will
realize what a potential gem they
have housed in the second floor of the
student center. Until then, expect
WLYX to stay in a holding pattern,
maintaining a consistent level of
quality, but with nothing newon the
horizon. *

"Weal
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT
SERVICE CO.
Gene Smith — Owner
Proudly Offers
Fully Serviced Used
INSTRUMENTS
FOR SALE
such as
Peavey 400 Series
Bass Head (210 Watts)
Excellent Condition $200
Fender Bassman Head
with two 15" cabinets

, Good Condition $300 (for both)
Memphis Area

OFFICIAL
Radio Stations
CLASSICAL & DIVERSIFIED
FM 90 WEVL
FM 91 WKNO
FM 89 WLYX
FM 92 WSMS

senvice

TA

(901) 327—0964
833 S.

Highland

CONTEMPORARY & AOR
AM 1070 WDIA
AM 1430 WLVS
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM

88 WQOXx
94 WEZI
98 KWLN
97 WHRK
100 WMC
101 KRNB

FM 103 WEGR
FM 104 WRVR _
COUNTRY
AM 790 WMC
AM 1170 WWEE
FM 106 WGKX
GOSPEL/CHRISTIAN
AM 640 WCRV
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
FM

730 KSUD
990 KWAM
1030 WXSS
1340 WLOK
1480 WMQM
107 KFTH
NEWS TALK

AM 560 WHBQ
AM 1380 WMPS
OLDIES
AM 600 WREC
AM 680 WRVR
AM 1210 WGSF

MEMPHIS STAR

333
BEALE
STREET
SWIMWEAR
bikinis, trunks,
cover—ups
LEATHER
suits and
skirts
SEQUINS
dresses and
hats
EXOTIC
boots, shoes and
accessories
EELSKIN
bags and
briefcases
HATS
gaucho,
outback,
panamas, etc.
SILKS, GAUZE, JEANS & MORE
Mon. ~ Thurs. 11 — 7. Fri. & Sat. 11 — 10
Sun. 1 ——6
901—522—9291
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16 Track Recording Studio
Quality Studio Time
Can Be Affordable
Rates $20°° per Hour

by Bill E. Burk
uccess the second time around,

(901) 452—8063

MUSIC CENTER
m

and

—

8 TRACK DEMO STUDIO
Area‘s ONLY Authorized
lbs”

Warranty Repair Center
Before you buy your next:
Alvarez « Gibson
G and L e Traynor
Crate e Casio
Dean Markley Amps
and all accessories . . .
You really ought to call
87277185
Only 20 Minutes From Memphis
5018 Navy Rd — Millington
Open 11—8 Tues—Sat

AUDIOPHILE

STEREO

FOR THE FINEST HOME
AUDIO REPRODUCTION
2125 CENTRAL AVENUE
272—1275
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been married and divorced and is the
mother of Stephen James, now
nearing four. Now when she sings of
real love and hurt love, there is a
range and depth that can only come
from having walked those streets.
"You don‘t have to experience
something to sing lyrics about how it
feels," says Osmond. "That‘s where
acting and interpreting songs enters
into it.
f

S says Marie Osmond, "is different.
When you‘re young, you‘re not always
qualified to make your own decisions.
For the most part, you do what you‘re
told.
"But today, I have the opportunity
to pick the songs and I do them the
way I want. I tour because I want to.
I feel like the last 23 years in show
business has been one growing
experience —— rubbing shoulders with
great people and learning about
myself —— and taking all that infor—
mation and absorbing it.
‘And now, it‘s ‘Let‘s GO for it‘!"
With I Only Wanted You, her
seventh LP and her second for
Capitol, Osmond is following the
phenomenal success of 1986‘s
There‘s No Stopping Your Heart.
That LP‘s title song, along with
"Meet Me In Montana," a duet with
Dan Seals, both went Number One on
the country charts and led to Osmond
and Seals winning County Music
Association‘s Duo of the Year award.
Another single, "Read My Lips," hit
No. 4.
After a few years away from
recording, Osmond had pleasantly
surprised the country music industry
— and herself.
"When we hit No. 1,"said Osmond,
"I remember running around my
manager‘s office pinching myself. I
said, ‘You‘re kidding! You‘re really
kidding!"
Her new, contemporary country
sound and impressive voice
apparently will be on country music‘s
horizon for years to come.
|
"I want to stretch out more and
show what I can do," says Donny‘s
little sister. "I did more vocally
challenging material on the second
LP. I pushed myself more. I feel
more sure vocally and I hope it
sounds that way."
It‘s hard looking at the still—cute
Osmond without your mind substi—
tuting visions of the teenaged All—
American girl from TV days. She‘s
MEMPHIS STAR

Marie Osmond grows up.
Looking back on a career that
began when she was three and
appearing regularly on the Andy
Williams TV variety show, Osmond
has clearly been one of this country‘s
more popular entertainers. At the
age of 13, she went into the studio and
recorded "Paper Roses," arranged
and produced by country great
Sonny James. The single went gold
and the next year earned her
Grammy nominations for Best
Female Country Vocal Performance
and Best Artist. Two years later, she
and Donny had their own weekly TV
variety show and for four seasons
were a prime time hit. Marie became
a role model for many teenage girls
and her haristyle swept the country.
"Musically," she said, "I‘ve always
been consistent. I am a little bit
country. When Donny went more
progressive, that‘s when we stopped
recording together."
"There are many different styles of
country, just like rock goes from the
Stones to Lionel Richie. I‘m not
traditional country, like Tammy
Wynette. I can‘t go in that direction
and have credibility. It‘d be like
Loretta Lynn singing ‘In—A—Gadda—
Da—Vida.‘ I won‘t try to be what I am
not. But with contemporary country,
I feel comfortable and I think people
May, 1987

accept me that way. Besides, I love
the music.
She‘s recording solely and living in
Nashville most of the time now.
She‘s surrounded herself with
writers such as Paul Davis and Paul
Overstreet and is willing to take
more chances than before.
"I believe in change," says Marie.
"It‘s important to be on top of what‘s
happening.
There are a lot of
different sides to me that people don‘t
know. I like to be well—rounded. I
don‘t live and breathe one thing.
Not everything lasts forever. What
won‘t change are certain personal
things that give me strength in life,
such as my religion, which has made
me what I am."
"I love being a mother. It‘s the
greatest thing I‘ve ever done. A child
is a creation that‘s amazing. What
was important before isn‘t as
important anymore. Life is great.
All the bad things you go through are
just experiences and you learn from
them. If not the first time, then the
second, or third, or ..."
Yep, little Marie Osmond has done
all growed up! *
NASHVILLE NOTES: Kenny
Rogers has been tapped to host the
Country Music Awards show in
October.
New RCA recording artists Baillie
and The Boys (Kathy Baillie, Alan
LeBoeuf and Michael Bonagura)
entered Billboard‘s country singles
chart in a big way recently. Their
first release, "Oh Heart," was
selected Hot Shot Debut of the week,
bulleted at No. 63.
Allen Brown back at CBS/
Nashville, this time as associate
director—media. Brown will oversee
media and artist image campaigns
for CBS artists.
He was former
director of publicity for CBS; more
recently heading the marketing
department for The Benson
Company in Nashville.
Emerald Entertainment Group is
the "new kid on the block" in Music
City. Dale Moore and Robert Porter
merged several Nashville businesses
under the new name, including
Emerald Sound Studio.
Marty
Stuart in Emerald Sound recording
his second CBS LP.
Emmylou
Harris, Steve Wariner doing back—
ground vocals on new Glen Campbell
album at Emerald.*
May, 1987;

F & M SOUND PRODUCTIONS
Your Mobile Sound Company
Quality P.A. Rental
To Fit Your Budget

BANDS

e

CLUBS

e

CONCERTS

For Information And Rates Please Call:
(901) 345—7322 or (901) 345—7323

THE

NE W

Spirit
of

Memphis

MU—S$4—C

Music Publishing

ASCAP

e+

BMI

Production

1503 Madison Avenue

Memphis, TN 38104
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(901)

276—8520
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AJ

/
—

— PRODUCTIONS

24 TRACK RECORDING
315 Beale Street U.S.A.
525—5500

TEST—DRIVE
A BMW
WIDEOPEN.
Presenting a BMW you‘re encouraged to open up in even the
quietest neighborhoods. The 3251 Convertible.
A car which combines all the joys of open—air driving with those of
driving a BMW.
Joys which here include a 6—cylinder, 168—horsepower engine "of
almost miraculous smoothness" (Motor Magazine). And an all—leather
interior offering ample room for four.
Those wishing to see a car deemed "alone in the automotive
landscape" (Auto Motor und Sport) should proceed to our showroom.
Where we invite you to examine the 325i
Convertible by starting it up. And then
opening it up.

THE ULTIMATE DRIVINGMACHINE.
©1987 BMWof North America, Inc ‘The BMWtrademarkand logoare registered
Come See
ROADSHOW
6175 Mt. Moriah Ext.
Tom Adair
(901) 365—2584
At
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by C. Stephen Weaver
Because of all the publicity about
major record deals being entered into
recently by Memphis recording
artists, my editor suggested that I
write a series of columns dealing
with recording artist agreements.
The deals which have received the
most publicity (one of which I am
pleased to have been a part of) were
the first for the artists. This series of
columns will primarily focus in on a
"new—artist" deal, looking at some of—
the basic terms of the recording
artist agreement. These terms are
negotiable —— perhaps more so than in
any other type of agreement in the
music industry.
TERM OF THE AGREEMENT.
This portion of. the. recording
contract deals with the length oftime
the Artist will be signed to the
particular Company (the "Term" of
the Agreement). Traditionally, the
Term of most recording agreements
was for an Initial Period of one year,
giving the Company options to
extend the Initial Period for four
separate periods of one year each
(The "Option Periods"). Basically,
the Company will sign the Artist for
one year, during which time it will
release an LP (or possibly two). If
sales warrant the Company making
further investment in the Artist, then
the Company will exercise its first
option to extend the Term of the
Agreement for another year —— and so
on for a possible total of five years.
Sometimes the Initial Period and
Option Periods are each longer than
one year. For example, the
Agreement might provide for an
Initial Periog¢of 18 months and three
separate option periods of 18 months
each (a possible total of § years). This
‘May,1987
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gives the Company more time to
market the Artist‘s product in order
to determine whether or not to pick
up the next option period.
The more modern trend is for the
Initial and Option Periods of the
Agreement to be measured by a
certain number of LPs to be recorded
by the Artist and "delivered" to the
Company.
This is sometimes
referred to as a "firm—deal". Thus, in
such an agreement, the Initial Period
might be for two LPs with the
Company having an option to extend
the Term of the Agreement for two
additional LPs. And, after that, an
option to further extend the
Agreement for two more LPs —— a
total of six. Because the Company
will put inside and outside time
restraints on when each album is to
be recorded and delivered to the
Company, a minimum and
maximum yearly and monthly time
period for the Agreement could be
calculated.
RECORDING COMMITMENT.
These provisions of the Agreement
tell the Artist how many albums he
will be expected to record and deliver
to the Company during each period of
the Term. Again, traditionally, in a
deal measured by a certain number
of years, the Artist would be required
to deliver at least one LP per year.
This is known as the "Minimum
Recording Commitment".
In
addition, the Company would have
the right to ask the Artist to go back
into the studio, record and deliver
additional Sides during each period
of the Term. This is known as the
Company‘s "Overcall Option".
Depending on the length of each
period of the Term, the maximum
would probably be one additional LP
(or a total of two for the period
concerned).
Although extremely
important, an Artist‘s primary
concern should not be how much or
little recording will be expected (or
required) of him.
He should be
concerned about whether or not the
Company will be required to release
records embodying the Masters he
has delivered to them. This will be
discussed in next month‘s column.
*
C. Stephen Weaver is a member of
the State Bar of Georgia and is now
associated with the Memphis lawfirm
of Cohn & Harris.
May, 1987

Thunderbirds
from page 9
with her) but when are we going to
find the time? I‘d like to do an album
with my brother — me and Stevie — a
Jimmie and Stevie record (wouldn‘t
that be something?) but when are we
going to find the time? He‘s got to
make a new album, we‘ve got to make
a Thunderbirds album, and we‘ve got
to go on time. The whole problem is
when."
And just why would a band that
could, conceivably, record anywhere
in the world choose Memphis to cut
their latest album?
Vaughan
answered confidently, "This is the
best place to do it. We‘ve recorded in
New York, LA, London, Austin — we
just decided it was time to go to
Memphis. Ya‘ll are lucky we don‘t
live here."
"Some of my favorite music was
recorded here," he continued.
"Johnny Burnette, Jerry Lee Lewis,
Sun Records, all the Stax stuff ... it‘d
take me three days to tell you all. And
Dave (Edmunds, who made a name
for himself not only as a rave—up
rockabilly performer in the early
seventies but as a producer of artists
such as the Stray Cats. Edmunds
produced Tuff Enuff and is also pro—
ducing this latest album.
See
accompanying story.), because he
knows what to do. I play his records
when I‘m at my house. He‘s a great
guitarist, and he has a gift for taking
all the crap out and making us sound
cool. And that‘s a tough job." (Ed—
munds joined them onstage at the
Radisson for what was probably one
of the purest guitar ensembles ever
‘ seen onstage in this town when he and
Vaughan were joined by Stax great
Steve Cropper.)
Toward the end of their stay in
Memphis the band began to take time
out from their tight recording,
schedule. Besides an autographing
session at Strings and Things with
Edmunds and keyboardist Chuck
Leavell (who has played with the
Allman Brothers, Sea Level and the
Rolling Stones, among others), they
took in the Beale Street Music
Festival before playing two SRO
shows at the Radisson.
"The only thing I missed was I
wanted to get in touch with Paul
Burlison (of the original Rock and
Roll Trio) because me and my wife
MEMPHIS STAR

had a date with him and his wife to go
to Graceland and we missed him.
Going to Graceland is one thing but to
go with Paul . . .," he said with not a
little awe in his voice.
"If you‘re a Thunderbird, you love
attention," he went on about fans
asking for autographs and coming up
to the table during lunch at Alfred‘s
on Beale. "We met so many nice
people it was hard to get to work. It
would be a whole lot worse if nobody
paid attention. That would be scary
because then you‘d feel like you
failed."
‘"This is the best
place to do it.
We‘ve recorded in
New York, LA,
London, Austin —
we just decided it was
time to go to Memphis."
— Jimmie Vaughan

Could it be that despite all their
success and accolades (Grammy
nominations, Handy Awards, gold
and platinum records, sold—out tours,
teenage girls asking them to ‘please,
please, please sign my stomach‘) the
T—birds might be less than secure
about it all? "Secure?" Vaughan said
with a laugh. "I don‘t even know how
to spell secure. I feel secure when I‘m
laying on my couch watching TV.
You never know what‘s going to
happen."
Secure or not, Vaughan, as well as
other members of the band obviously
love what they‘re doing. "If they took
our record deal away tomorrow, we‘d
still be in the joints playing," he said.
"In Austin, it don‘t matter if we‘re
even in the same key; they love us.
Besides, we don‘t know how to do
anything else. I don‘t want to do
anything else — I‘m having too much
fun."
Too much fun. Across the stage
Jimmie Vaughan grins at Dave
Edmunds and Steve Cropper as they
switch off lead and rhythm parts
while Preston Hubbard leans over to
wave at a tall, leggy blonde on the
front row. From somewhere in the
back of the room another girl shrieks
her enthusiasm. Mother, don‘t wait
up for me, we‘re all havin‘ too much
fun. *
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INGRAM
IS
Doing It

Up

Again

photo by Kelly K. Craig
by Tim Butler

ver

breakfast

in

a

small

O restaurant on a beautiful,
sunny, Saturday morning,
Luther Ingram relates, ". .. there‘s a
time for everything. There‘s a time to
do, a time to stop." Summing up more
than ten years absence from
recording, this was just about all the
evasive Ingram had to say. But, yet,
maybe this is about all that need be
said. Perhaps, now is the time for
him to make a return to recording.
As if someone on a higher plane has
decreed it time to go forth and make
records.
Ingram, author and performer of
the mega hit If Loving You Is Wrong,
I Don‘t Want To Be Right has been in
Page 18

Memphis for about a month now
working on a new LP; it‘s his second
one on the Profile Records label. The
work is being done at Daily Planet.
How did Ingram, soulful singer of
Stax era ballads and Profile, New
York City‘s dance music label come
together? Well, it seems that the
president of Profile (Cory Robbins) is
a huge fan of Ingram‘s. Word of this
came to Don Dortch, Ingram‘s
manager, and it was suggested they
talk. About eight months later a deal
was made, the fruits of which have
been one album already released,
another one in the works and a New
York P.R. firm to make Ingram a
visible and household name.
The timing couldn‘t have been
more perfect, as there is a certain
amount of attention now being given
Ingram because of Bruce Willis‘ (star
of ABC—TV‘s Moonlighting) cover
MEMPHIS STAR
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version of the Staple Singers‘ hit song
"Respect Yourself."
Ingram co—
wrote the early seventy‘s smash with
Mack Rice. He‘s set to film Sweet
Soul Music in San Francisco, a show
involving countless early soul music
pioneers.
Dortch‘s reasoning that what
determines a classic (record) is how
many people can relate to it — can be
applied to Ingram‘s "If Loving You Is
Wrong." So many people related to
this ballad (it attained platinum
status in only 20 days) that fifteen
years later one can‘t think of soul
music and not mention, in virtually
the same breath, this great musical
standard.
The idea for the song came from a
demo, long forgotten on the shelves of
Stax Records. The tape was a dance
tune sung by a woman who was in
love with a married man. Ingram
took the concept and re—worked it.
He slowed it down and turned it
around, to make it from a man‘s point
of view — where the man is married
and in love with another woman.
The idea worked.
Amazingly,
Ingram was only 26 years old at the
time.
He was born in Jackson,
Tennessee. As a child, his mother
would take him to church, where
from the front row on her lap, he was
in perfect position to absorb what
was happening.
The singing
influenced him greatly. He heard
some of the best of local gospel music:
The Spirit of Memphis, The Dixie
Hummingbirds and the Soul Stirrers
— to name a few. The church also
wove other fibers so that now he
considers himself "extremely
spiritual."
He relates that he takes after his
mother — who he describes as deeply
religious, with a strong faith and
belief that nobody can dissuade. She
has an "inner sense" about people and
things that Ingram likes to call
"God‘s Force." This God Force gives
you knowledge and wisdom to carry
on through rough times.
Speaking like a seasoned veteran,
Ingram describes the days at Stax as
"tough." However, with the kind of
pressure he says he was under there,
he considers the whole experience a
learning one.
One would suppose it‘s like the
expression, "when life gives you
lemons, you make lemonade." Every—
thing he hasexperienced at Stax and

elsewhere in life, he believes is worth
more than any amount of money. The
ability to cope and learn from one‘s
mistakes — as well as from life‘s
difficult moments — is almost
priceless. It‘s something one might
not see clearly at the time, but one
day soon will be made clear.
Ingram‘s very first single,
"Flaming Love," was made in
Cincinnati in the early sixties and
was cut by Ike Turner. At the tender
age of 14 — touring the heartland in a
vocal group known as the Gardenias,
comprised of his brothers and some of
his high school friends — Ingram came
to the attention of Turner who was
suitably impressed.
Ingram speaks of Turner‘s music
respectfully and considers him very
talented. Although performing solo
may not be what Turner likes to do,
Ingram relates, "He‘s got some
things (tunes) himself that he should
release." He goes on to say that Ike
doesn‘t like to get up on stage and
peform. He doesn‘t want that. More
to his liking, he would rather put
somebody else out front. Ike just likes
to play the guitar and produce other
people.
On the subject of today‘s music,
Ingram didn‘t have much to say. He
did clarify this by saying that no one
singer really stands out in his mind —
not like it was in the old days when
you had, say, an Aretha Franklin.
There‘s so much out there today and
everybody seems to be copying each
other. Nothing really sticks these
days. "Although, rap music sticks to
the bones of these kids," Ingram
expresses. A redeeming factor of this
kind of music is that it has a message.
And the kids can relate to it."
Ingram‘s new album has two songs
written by —Memphian Charles
Watkins who Ingram says," ... seems
like he‘s got a magic pen. He wakes
up at night with a song out of a dream
and puts it on a tape — all in one
movement." They have known one
another for a long time but this is the
first time they have gotten together
to work.
It may have been over 10 years
since we last heard from Luther
Ingram. But, like he said, maybe
then it was time for him to stop. And,
maybe now is the time for him to "do"
— to start again. With a new record
label and a new record in progress, it
looks like Ingram may be ready to "do
it up again." *
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Rolling Stone Ron Wood joined blues great
Albert King on stage at the Peabody Alley
March 26. Sweethearts Of The Rodeo will
be at the "Alley" May 3.
photo by Dan O‘Keefe
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Hillbilly

Ramblin:

The

Brewers

Brewer became a symphony and
classical quartet violinist, but
eventually his family‘s musical roots
prevailed in his musical tastes. He
plays electric guitar for the group
using an unconventional, customized
open tuning to emulate a banjo sound,
and contributes a strong nasal hill—
billy tenor, adeptly breaking into a
yodel style when appropriate.
Brenda Brewer, his wife, provides
close country harmonies and a solid
backbeat on drums with rhythms
that draw from western swing and
rockabilly forms.

‘"This music
is meant to make
people feel good
and go home feeling up,
not drained
like they‘ve just
been through an ordeal."
— Roy Brewer

The Brewers — Brenda and Roy — successfully convert acoustic numbers into
electric music and still retain the original form, feeling and authenticity of style.

by Lisa McGaughran

he Brewers have been pickin‘
their way through Midtown
nightspots for nearly a year now,
laying down simple rhythm patterns
using low tech instruments and tight
traditional vocal harmonies geared
toward making fun, danceable music
you can take home with you.
Roy Brewer and Brenda Brewer
started the group last year after dis—
solving their avant—pop band of two
years, Paradoxical Babel. As "The
Brewers," they first performed duo
fashion at the 1986 Panther Burns
Counterfest loft party, with Roy
playing guitar and harmonica,
and Brenda playing drums. They
later added former Paradoxical
Babel saxophonist Kirk Smothers on
autoharp and harmony vocals, Bill
Thurman on fiddle, and Doug Easley
on acoustic bass.
Page 20

Roy Brewer comes from a rich
family heritage in music, with both
grandfathers having played in
country string bands in Kentucky
and Middle Tennessee in the early
and mid—1900‘s. One such family
outfit playing in Kentucky
(apparently at outdoor parties in the
state‘s famous caves) in 1905 was
called the Brewer Boys, featuring
guitar, fiddle and bass as the
prominent instruments. All his kin—
folk somehow ended up in Memphis
by the time Roy was born, and his up—
bringing led him to pick up the violin
as a classical instrument at age
seven.
"My parents didn‘t really want to
admit that country music was a valid
musical style but they wanted me to
play fiddle. And though they empha—
sized classical music, I still learned
about country music from my father
because he would play those songs on
his guitar all the time when I was
young," says Brewer.
MEMPHIS STAR

Fiddler Bill Thurman is known for
playing in the violin section of nearly
all the Stax hits of the 1970‘s,
including "Theme —From Shaft," and
hits by artists on other labels, in—
cluding B.J. Thomas‘ "Hooked On A
Feeling." He has also worked with
the Memphis and Nashville
symphonies.
Doug Easley first
worked with the group as a recording
engineer, but his virtuosity on
acoustic and electric bass made him a
logical choice to round out the
rhythm section. All the members
occasionally sing harmony.
Their spirited set selections
include tunes by the Carter Family
("Crying Holy," "Wildwood Flower,"
"I‘m Thinking Tonight of My True
Love"), Hank Williams ("Honky
Tonk Blues," "Wedding Bells"),
Muddy Waters ("Take Sick and
Die"), and the New Lost City
Ramblers ("Ill Tell You What,"
"Rambling Boy," "Old Joe Clark").
Songs by Warren Smith, Mark
Spolestra, the Stanley Brothers,
Flatt and Scruggs, and Patrick Sky
cont. page 22
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From left, David Shouse, Paul Buchignani, Paul Parker, Davis McCain and Charlie Yarwood ponder future success for
photo by Susan Vaughan
Think As Incas.
by Joanna Dame
€ETf everyone played cover
material, there would be no new
music," explains David Shouse, key—
boardist for Think As Incas. With
that idea in nfind, Shouse, formerly
of the Mighty Atoms, and Davis
McCain, who is known for his guitar
work. with Barking Dog, formed
Think As Incas in the spring of 1986.
Recognizing the need for original
lyrics and music in Memphis,
McCain and Shouse collaborated on
original tunes. With the addition of
Charlie Yarwood on guitar, Paul
Parker from New York on bass, and
Paul Buchignani, originally from
The Five That Killed Elvis,
providing the beat, the line up was
set.
It is hard to draw a crowd to a club
to listen to an all original band. In
fact, most bands only play cover
tunes because that is what the
._%.
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majority of people want to hear —
music they are familiar with. "In
order to make a living, you have to
play cover material," says singer
Davis McCain, "therefore we all keep
our daytime jobs."
"There are all types of original
music coming out now, but none of it
is really getting attention," adds
Davis.
Despite that general lack of atten—
tion Think As Incas has been
building an audience.
McCain‘s
Barking Dog days allowed the band
to capitalize on his following by
pushing him as the front man; at least
early on. They also got a lucky break
when, set to debut by opening for In
Pursuit last summer, the headliner
cancelled, leaving them as the only
act before a good crowd on a Satur—
day night.
These guys have eighteen originals
and they do two dB songs, "Black and
White" and "Brown Eyes" and a tune
by Tom Jones. They are a guitar

based band that uses keyboards for
orchestration.
As for classifying
their music into one particular
category, no way! "The best answer
to if we are rock, country, or dance
music, or whatever, would be yes,"
laughs McCain. With this band you
have five personalities coming
together, instead of a front man with
a back—up band. Their music is a
creative fusion of many diverse
influences. Think As Incas is a band
that is unique for their music in
general. They don‘t sound like any
other band in town, and they really
don‘t sound like anybody on the radio.
"What we‘re about is our music, our
songs," states Shouse.
They write songs with a skeletal
framework so everyone in the band
has input. Channelling the music
through the members creates
chemistry and a diversity of sound
and ideas. The band refers to their
music as kinetic music because there
cont. page 22
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Think As Incas

from page 21

is movement and energy in every
song, even the slow songs. A beauti—
ful instrumental called "November"
is a good example of how the process
works. It starts light and airy with
the guitar. It‘s almost breathable,
and it gradually progresses into a
fantastic fusion of all the instru—
ments with the keyboards creating a
flute sound.
Eclectic and creative, one of their
best songs is "This World" which has
involved lyrics with very danceable
music. "This world is the last em—
brace/A lover‘s hand/A stranger‘s
face/And here I am without a trace/
Of something left/To call my own/In
this world." An interesting twist is
provided by keyboards which sound
like the funky twanging of a banjo.
"Believe In Pistons" is a reckless
spaghetti western tune which relates
to the movement of the earth. It will
have you dancing. Other excellent
originals are "The History of Rock
& Roll," "Happy Song," and "Make It
Better."
"If we like a song and it makes us
‘feel good, we‘ll play it," says David
Shouse. Their love for the music
carries over into their live show.
The audience picks up on their
energy and wants to dance; it feeds
‘back to the band. And the show is
never the same; no boring routine to
get anyone down. Most bands sneak
‘in their originals, but Think As Incas
sneaks in the cover songs!

Like any original band, Think As
Incas are hoping for a record
contract.
They are currently
working on a tape at Easley
Recording Studios with the intent of
getting their music out to the public.
They feel their best bet would be to
send their tapes to college radio
stations, indy labels and music media
mags; to the people who will listen.
"We aren‘t looking for a pat on the
back from radio people or industry
people. We‘d be much happier with
an independent label contract and
building a grass roots following of
people who enjoy listening to the
music, than get a major label
contract and have fickle radio
listeners who base your popularity on
your latest single. And when your
latest single goes off the charts,
you‘re dead as far as they‘re
concerned," says Davis.
‘"There is a new
music scene in Memphis
and it is consistently
more original and
moreinteresting—
{
than any other type of music
in the city,
and that includes
Memphis music."
— David Shouse

The future of Memphis music isn‘t
in Elvis, cover bands, or standard
blues. It‘s in original bands like
Think As Incas who dare to take the
Davis recalls that their audiences time to write songs and play music
have always been enthusiastic and and wholeheartedly believe in what
supportive. There is one thing that they are doing.
You may have seen this band in
bothers him though. "I‘ve invited
people to come who were in a position i Nashville, Little Bock Or Jackson:
_| — ; to help us and they won‘t do it I think They have opened for bands like Love
they assume we‘re a certain kind of Tractor and the big gig, so far, was
band because of where we play. We opening for ‘Til Tuesday a few
have no choice as to where we play months ago here in Memphis. Look
because nobody will book an original for them to open for Crowded House
at the Antenna on May 5, and
band."
The Antenna Club and Court experience the essence of Think As
Square Cafe are about the only clubs Incas.
with open minds that will allow
With their attitude and strong
music, who can predict what‘s in
original bands to play. David Shouse
added that "there is a new music store for Think As Incas. David
scene in Memphis and it is consistent— Shouse reflects that, "What‘s impor—
ly more original and more interest— tant is who we are now, what we are
ing than any other type of music in doing. It‘s the songs we play on stage,
the city, and that includes Memphis it‘s the recordings, it‘s the music now
that matters." *
music."
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from page 20

round out the menu, combining a
smattering of blues, country, and
rockabilly with a repast of offerings
from the 1960‘s folk movement, all
played electric. In fact, some of the
tunes, like "Ramblin‘ Boy," date back
to the first days of recorded music
(around 1918), back into the 1800‘s in
Appalachia in the United States, and
hundreds of years back into the folk
traditions of the British Isles.
This is one of the few bands around
today who can successfully convert a
song originally played on acoustic in—
struments into an electric number
and still retain the original form,
feeling and authenticity of style.
They manage to use the electric
guitar to sound like an acoustic in—
strument, and though they do bop up
the beat, restructuring the tunes,
listeners don‘t get the impression
they are witnessing another slick
1980‘s Stray Cats—style cover band
capitalizing on the Rockabilly
Renaissance (and there are oh, so
many of those out now). Their music
generates human life and emotion in
an unforced, natural way, more than
you can say for the many bands oper—
ating under the current trends that
dehumanize music for the sake of
technological "progress."
"This music is meant to make
people feel good and go home feeling
up, not drained like they‘ve just been
through an ordeal the way a lot of
bands make you feel," says Brewer.
"We‘re trying to get across some
excitement in our songs."
The Brewers‘ charged electric hill—
billy—folk style can be heard this
month at nightclubs like the Antenna
Club and Fred‘s Hideout, a new
nightspot on Broad. Country, rock,
folk and blues purists will all appre—
ciate the band‘s solid musicianship,
strong backbeat, walking bass, and
the wailing Silvertone guitar—fiddle
combo. And their upbeat attitude
will get to ya, too.
The band has already released
cassettes of their music played on
WEVL, and is due to release a ten—
song recording to be made at Sam
Phillips‘ studio by the year‘s end.
You‘ll be able to find the new record
at local record stores because they
now support local music by providing
a Memphis Music section. *
May, 1987
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Dave Edmunds
from page 9

Tuff Enuff which yielded critical

A MEMPHIS TRADITION!

acclaim, top 40 hits and brought

The History Is Ours, The Future Is Yours.

the T—Birds their biggest popular
success yet.
Edmunds sees no anomaly in a
Welshman

producing

R&B band

in

"Memphis
place

seemed

to

do

like

the

Edmunds,

Texas

a

logical

album."

alluding

significance
countless

a

a Memphis studio.

and

R&B

and

The Staff!

The Studio!

The Sound!

INDEPENDENT MUSIC SERVICES, INC.

said

to

history
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MAILOUTS * SLIDE PRESENTATIONS * PRODUCTION * JINGLES
RECORD PRESSING AVAILABILITY * MUSIC COMPUTERIZATION
CONSULTATION * MUSIC PUBLISHING * CORPORATE IMAGERY
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the

of

393—8222

the

rockabilly

classics to come out of Memphis in
the

50‘s

and

$0‘s.

American

big

part

in

Edmunds‘

development

and

his involvement

musical

brought

in

Carl

about

advanced

synthesizer in

electronic

history

Perkins‘
.—

rock and roll HBO special, and the
"Class of 55" album

most

Strings and Things presents the

imports of Sun Records playing a .

recorded

THE

ROLAND

D—50

in

the original Sun studio last year.
He

joined

John

Fogerty,

$1895|

Rick

Nelson, "the class" and others in
singing on
From

Fogerty‘s "Big Train

Memphis."

because

I

"I

heard

came down

the

event

was

gonna happen and I just wanted to
.be a part of it.," he said.
Of

recording

in

America

general,

Edmunds.

America

there‘s

musicians

—and

stimulating
Britain.

says,

much
it‘s

than

in
"In

better

far

more

recording

in

Lately I‘ve decided that I

don‘t want to work in England for
a while."
But

either

abroad,,

in

Dave

America

Edmunds‘

or

studio

output has been healthy to say the

I Cecenenemamnoon emanate ieee earn eiife

eee

least and
live

has far outweighed

work.

basically —a
always
not

the

living.

"I‘ve

always

been

studio person.

I‘ve

enjoyed
way

I

touring.
like

to

*1

his

but

it‘s

make

my

*1
*4

digital

reverb

digital array

complete digital synthesizers

*4 complete digital

sampled sound

sources

I didn‘t even tour for the

first seven years of my career."
"Producing the Thunderbirds is
great fun, and this is going to be a
fantastic album.

*4
.*2

parametric

EQ‘s

stereo digital choruses

*4 keyboard modes: whole, split, dual and separate

The only thing

about being a producer is that a lot

*20

bit digital to analog converter

of the time you don‘t really know
what‘s happening next: who‘ll call
and

where

There‘s

quite

you‘ll
a

bit

work

next.

of

waiting

involved in that respect.

But." he

added in closing, "just being able
to have success in this business in

55mg?
oi MELAPHIS

Call 278—0500
or come by 1492 Union
Midtown Memphis

any way is good enough for me." *
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TIM LEE

THE
Minchew worked with and against
by Luann Williams
each other throwing riffs of "Mama‘s
unny how a band can be pretty Little Baby Loves Shortnin‘ " into
well known almost everywhere their southern fried pop.
expect in their own backyard. Tim
Doing stuff like that (though they
Lee and Bobby Sutliff formed The refused
requests of "Free Bird") is
Windbreakers in 1981 just down 1—55 gonna get
them lumped into this
a piece in Jackson, MS. Since then, southern band
movement though
they have released 3 EPs, 3 albums their music (at least
and one more that should be in the collaborations) is moretheat Lee—Sutliff
home with
record stores as you read this.
60‘s
British
invasion
and dB‘s
All have garnered critical acclaim,
and rightly so. Their album material.
"In a way, we have to work harder
Terminal, released on Homestead
Records in 1985, is one of the best pop because down here we‘re so far
recordsI‘ve ever heard, ranking in removed (from the music industry).
company with Big Star and the . But then again, nowthere‘s a certain
Beatles. It was recorded with an all— prestige of being from the south. I‘m
star cast— Mitch Easter, Faye Hunter sure there are bands from Hoboken
(ex—bassist of Let‘s Active), Don who claim to be from Georgia. But I
Dixon and Matt Piucci of Rain don‘t think we fit into this southern
Parade and Lee calls it the best pop thing," Lee said.
Windbreakers album so far. "It still
He seems a bit perturbed about
gives me intense amounts of what
he calls "@a flannel shirt
pleasure," he says.
movement" and hates the thought of
Praises aside, these guys still troop being pigeonholed into a certain .
around the country playing clubs, style.
long as people call it rock it
sleeping on people‘s floors, eating doesn‘t"As
matter. I‘ve been influenced
once or twice a day. Guess it‘s not too by all the music I‘ve heard in my life.
much of a sacrifice if you love what Everybody in Jackson has listened to
you‘re doing and hope that other Big
Star records for as long as I can
people will love it too.
remember. Bobby is really big on
"It‘s the means to an end for me,"
Lee said over a cup of coffee at a Alex (Chilton)."
midtown shop. "Everything I do
Some critics have said that Lee‘s
revolves around this."
material tends to drift into
Bobby Sutliff recently left the Aerosmith country. The blending of
Windbreakers. The current touring those two is what made Lee and
band in a revolving musical chair Sutliff‘s collaborations so magical.
lineup is Lee on guitar and vocals; Lee has also worked with others ——
David Minchew, guitar and vocals; Matt Piucci of Rain Parade on an
Mike Yarbrough on bass and Chris album called Gone Fishin‘ (Enigma),
Hall on drums.
toured with Let‘s Active and headed
Their recent show at Antenna aplinter group called Beat
favored material from Terminal and Temptation.
The new LP, their third on Danny
Lee‘s penchant for long guitar solos.
Songs by the Babys and Free, as well Beard‘s DB Records out of Atlanta, is
as Tom Verlaine‘s ‘Glory," threw a a discful of Lee‘s songs. "It‘s basically
curve ball in the last set. Lee and a solo record," Lee said.
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"I think I‘ve become a little jaded
about music lately and started
realizing there are other things
outside of it, things that have
influenced me a great deal. I‘ve been
reading a lot of books lately. My
father is a mlmster so I‘ve started
going to church again Not a Bible—
toting zealot, maybe more the T—Bone
Burnette variety minstrel. That‘s
gotten me wntmg a lot of country
gospel songs — I was on a hard rock
trip for awhile. And I love fishing,
crappie fishing at a great lake near
Jackson.
Fishing is one of my
greatest thrills; it‘s almost better
than playmg a gultar solo. I also like
to cook." He said not much current
music inspired him, but there were a
‘few exceptions. . "Maybe I‘m an
atypical musicianj" he shrugged.
"I‘m sure there are
bands from Hoboken .
who claim to be
from Georgia.
But I don‘t think
we fit into this
southern—pop thing."
.— Tim Lee

As far as music gm the new XTC
is pretty inspiring. And Richard
Lloyd who we toured with briefly, is
inspiring both as a person and as a
guitar player."
Lee wonders if hes going to sound
too puritan and pious on paper.
Sometimes it‘s difficult to relate your
feelings to someone and then those
thoughts are channeled agam into
print. Perception and emotion is the
basis for his music as well.
"Songs should put you somewhere
else so you don‘t have to be where you
are. Music should move you like that.
Lately I‘ve been listening to a lot of
Gram Parsons, Emmylou Harris,
Tom Waits, John Prine and Jerry
Jeff Walker. I want to write songs
that will move people the way these
people move me... Songwriting is
something you have to work at every
day. And the songs have to relate to
something."
"If you don‘t have the intent to
make people—dance or laugh or ery
when you write, ~then just don‘t
bother," Lee said. x
g
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Jerry

Chipman

fool

for

theatre
photo by Kelly K. Craig
stormy meeting between a waitress
and her rodeo cowboy lover. The two
share what Chipman calls "a classic
oung American playwrights
love—hate relationship."
are, as a group, a faceless lot,
"It‘s very much kiss and kick," he
toiling away as relative un—
says with no small amount of glee at
knowns in an MTV and sitcom world.
the dramatic potential that holds.
"You don‘t usually expect to turn
"Their first passionate embrace goes
on Entertainment Tonight and see a
from a kiss to a knee in the groin, and
playwright," says Jerry Chipman, a
the guy doubled over on the floor.
Memphis director and actor.
The woman storms out the door."
But there is one exception, a man
To make the fight scenes graphic
who‘s combined talent, luck, Jessica
enough to make the folks in the cheap
Lange and a leather jacket to earn the
seats cringe, Chipman is using a
right to be gushed over by Lisa
"combat coach," Mark Guinn, to
Hartman, emulated by would—be he—
assist in orchestrating the battles.
men and profiled in People, Time,
The bleak motel is the latest place
Rolling Stone and other arbiters of
that Eddie the cowboy has caught up
popular appeal. He‘s Sam Shepard,
with May the waitress. The entire
i —._————folks,a genuinemedia—star————————onehourandforty minutes of the
All of which is secondary to Chip—
play is the brief, violent encounter
man, who‘s directing the Circuit
that ensues. In the very first line of
Playhouse‘sproduction ofShepard‘s~~ ~~theplay‘sstagedirections, Shepard
Fool For Loxe, which runs May 21 —
makes it known how the play is to be
June 21.
Although he concedes
staged: The play is to be performed
Shepard‘s name might have an added
relentlessly, without a break.
appeal at the box office, he says what
When a film of Fool for Love was
attracted him was the play, not the
made recently, some critics knocked
playwright.
the director for including tension—
"I have an interest in plays by
relieving scenes of wide—open desert
young American playwrights," he
vistas. In Circuit‘s production, the
says. "Maybe it‘s because I keep
action is limited to the tawdry little
hearing that the theatre‘s dead, but I
motel room and to the adjoining
don‘t believe it.
dinette where May is employed. The
"I‘m saying, ‘Look, there are new
set, designed by Steve Jones, befits
plays.
We don‘t have to revive
the atmosphere of the play, Chipman
another one from the 40s yet!"
says —— claustrophobic and ugly.
Fool For Love was written in 1983
The play has only four players;
by Sam Shepard. Set in a roadside
Tony Isbell as Eddie, Deborah
motel in the desert American
Harrison as May, Allen Mullikin as
Southwest, the play captures a
and old man and Martin, a would—be
by Dan Reeves
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suitor of May‘s played by Randall
Hartzog.
|
The sound and lighting, which
involve a lot of parking—lot effects
from offstage, are by Paul Lormand
and Peter Bowman, respectively.
Foolfor Love represents Chipman‘s
first foray into the smoldering world
of Sam Shepard, and he says it‘s a bit
of a departure for him.
"It‘s a little leaner, a little meaner
than some of the plays I‘ve worked
with," he says.
Most recently as a director, his
credits include Circuit Playhouse‘s
productions of As Is and Key
Exchange last year.
Earlier this
year, he played the role of Henry in
The Real Thing at Theatre
Memphis.
A Memphis State University
graduate, Chipman got his profes—
sional directing start with Lanford
Wilson‘s Hot L Baltimore, which
opened the second—stage space at
Theatre Memphis in 1975.
That
experience got him off on the right
foot, he says.
‘"The sheer number
of theatres that are
going here year—round
is impressive, but
the quality is even more so.
I think the theatre

>

produced here
is of better quality than,
say, Atlanta or Nashville."___
"_" o> Jerry Chipman

"I guess one of the reasons I like
directing so much is that the first
experience was such a good one," he
says. "Until then, I thought I was an
actor."
Being a freelance director gives
him the freedom to pick and choose
among works, although he says local
producers sometimes help out in the
selection process.
"This type of position gives you the
advantage of directing things you
really want to," he says. "Sometimes
you find a script you really want to
do, or sometimes you‘re asked by a
producer."
Chipman, who also works in public
relations for St. Jude Children‘s
cont. page 26
Page 25

Star Tracks
from page 5
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Business
Machines
3196 Winchester
795—2519
Typewriter specialists and
suppliers to business where
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Memphis Star "W riter of te Month"
Tony Pantuso.
photo by Morgan Murrell
Jerry Chipman
from page 25

Mr. Star Buck
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"Save Money"
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for
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COHN, KLEIMAN & HARRIS
ATTORNEYS
ENTERTAINMENT & SPORTS LAW
Also offering general legal services for
the business and the individual.
—
for appointment contact:
Karen Sobiecki, Office Manager
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C. Stephen Weaver
Suite 950, White Station Tower
5050 Poplar Ave.
Memphis, TN 38157
(901) 682—5500
EAST MEMPHIS — JUST WEST OF 1—240
Tennessee does not certify specialists in the law, and
we do not claim certification in any listed area.
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Hospital, is a fairly cheerful and
easygoing sort. But one sure way to
furrow his brow is to suggest that the
theatre scene in Memphis is somehow
minor—league compared with more
noted arts centers. This reporter
rather naively and clumsily did just
that, and Chipman‘s reaction in—
stantaneously indicated that a pet
peeve had been stumbled upon.
"The sheer number of theatres that
are going here year—round is im—
pressive, but the quality is even more
so," he says. "I think the theatre pro—
duced here is of better quality than,
say, Atlanta or Nashville.
"There‘s a large pool of talent here,
a good 50 talented actors and
actresses."
f
O.K., but what about the Memphis
public‘s supposed lack of support for
the arts? Oops, another pet peeve.
"I think there‘s a lot more interest
here than we‘re given credit for," he
says. "We‘ve got seven theatres out
there performing, and most of them
are performing to healthy
audiences."
He acknowledges that there‘s often
a lot of familiar faces in the seats.
Stage shows in Memphis do not
draw on as wide an audience as he
would like, and one of the reasons he
cites for that state of affairs is pet
peeve No. 3, if you‘re keeping score:
MEMPHIS STAR

was honored at the monthly
writers‘ meeting for his feature
articleon "Misdemeanor." _
(Memphis Star, April 1987) See
page 12 of this issuefor his story on
alternative radio station WLYX.
Tony has an alter ego that shows
up behind drums for Icebound, a
Court Square Cafe debut band.
Thanks Tony, and keep up the good
work!
Also congratulations to Steve and
Donna Hauth, owners of Power—
house Studio, on the arrival of
Jonathan David. Another Memphis
star is born.
And best of everything to Kye
Kennedy (an all—star guitarist) and
Cozy Collier (a damn fine key—
boardist). They, too, are getting
married this month.
Commercial Appeal‘s coverage of f
Memphis theatre is sorely lacking.
As the medium that perhaps reaches
the widest audience in the Memphis
area, the daily paper could open a lot
of eyes to theatre, he says, but it
doesn‘t.
"I‘m real tired of someone hearing
about a show that‘s been done and
saying ‘Oh, I didn‘t hear anything
about that in the paper," he says.
‘— What‘s emerged from the com—
munications gap is sort of an inde—
pendent network of newsletters and
publications put out by the theatres
themselves. That‘s a plus, Chipman
says, in that it forces theatres to
become more aggressive in
marketing their productions, but it‘s
also a minus in that the newsletters‘
circulation often is limited to
members and supporters of the
various theatres —— an audience that
by its very nature already has an
interest in theatre. What‘s missing,
he says, is the walk—ups.
"The theatre thrives on the box:
office. It needs new blood out there."
Fool for Love, which will run on
weekend nights at 8 p.m., may bring
in some of that because of Shepard‘s
celebrity status. Although Shepard‘s
stardom isn‘t important to Chipman,
it‘s fine with him if it helps fill the
seats, and he‘s certainly aware that
the appeal is there.
"You know, if this play is a big hit,
we might have Jessica Lange to
thank," he says with a laugh. *
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available at Amro‘s Musitron
and/or Strings and Things, as well
as at our Highland Street office.
What are you waiting for?!

BAND NEWS, RUMORS &
CHANGES
Rumors are flying on every plane
about showcases and record deals.
The ultimate truth hasn‘t been
released on this dread deadline day,
but here‘s what I hear:

The first

weekend in May looks to have a
showcase sometime somewhere
north of Midtown.

Eleven labels

Rum Boogie hosted principals from the Chicago Blues Festival, sceduled for

are supposed to show up to see

June 5—7 to spotlight area stars like Carl Perkins, among others, at a party last

Joanna Jacobs sing.

photo by Kelly K. Craig

month.

Hurry!
Guitarists!

best slingers — Dave Cochran on

brough‘s Music BY MAY 2!

OPPORTUNITIES

Attention: You have a

chance at a one—year scholarship at

Local winner receives a

You garage bands ready to
breakout have three dates to show

in Hollywood.

your stuff courtesy of the Amro

will be selected to compete in the

Musitron Jam.

National Competition.

Jam in May (12, 19 or 26) call the

You must

be 17 to enter, willing to spend one
year in Hollywood, all expenses
paid, and study at GIT.

Audition

tapes may be submitted to Yar—

bass, Steve Ingle on guitar, and
Roger Cox on the drum kit.

Fender Strat with Amp.

the Guitar Institute of Technology
Two Memphians

To get a spot on the

Jacobs is Nashville—based.

For those of you who STILL have
not picked up your very own

ject was initiated by producer Eli
Ball.
Medieval Steel, also known as
Fire Choir, is rounding up replace—

to record their first album.

VETERANS

w

They

had an EP out a couple of years

Memphis Star t—shirt, they are now

DRIVE

Ms.

The pro—

ments before they head to Germany

Musitron at 323—8888.

"DON‘T

The backing

bands features some of Memphis‘

cont. page 52
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Salutes

Customs

The

of China

It‘s that time of

fF aat
# 33

by Tim Sewell

year again — the

il

a

30 at the elegant
Peabody Hotel.

On

that night, United

exciting month of

i

States and Chinese

May, when Mem—

}

officials will gather

phis throws a party

for an international

1977, the people of
Memphis have
honored a differ—

Memphis In May.
This year, the
honored nation
will be the mysteri—
ous and magnifi—
cent People‘s

S

the best foods from
each of the two
countries.

The dig—

nitaries will be
treated to the pre—
miere performance
of the Guangxi
Acrobatic Troupe.
This group of
young people from
southern China
will dazzle the
audience with a
Chinese acrobatic
art form that goes

Republic of China.
Despite objections in some

oer

festivities of

be

the monthlong

ya
Weems bS oth

ent nation during

dinner featuring

back nearly 2,200 years.

quarters about the propriety of
honoring a communist country

On the weekend of May 1—3, the

the Memphis In May Festival

general public will have the op—

committee is to be commended
for attempting to bridge the
cultural gap between the people
of the People‘s Republic of China
and the poeple of Memphis, the

portunity to witness the acro—
batic feats of the Guangxi Troupe
when they perform as part of the
Memphis In May International
Weekend at the Orpheum

Mid—South and the United States.

Theatre.

The festival will officially get un—

will also get the chance to take

Besides the Chinese

acrobats, visitors to the Orpheum

derway on the evening of April

continued page 31
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for the world.

Behind

Bamboo

Kevin Mclellan, our foreign cor—
respondent, is a teacher on assignment
at Xian Medical University in the
People‘s Republic of China, and has
contributed articles and reviews in past
issues of the Memphis Star.

The

Curtain

by Kevin McLellan

During

the

Memphis

In

May

Festival

this

year,

thousands will be celebrating at the Fairgrounds, along
the

Riverfront and

joints.

in the city‘s countless bars and juke

The volume on Memphis Music will be turned up

high.
This
honored
partying

year

the

recipient
in

Peoples‘
of

all

Memphis,

Republic

this

what

hoopla.
on

earth

of

China

But

while

are

the

is

the

we‘re

Chinese

doing to entertain themselves, to loosen

Communist China, Red China. A people,

up? What can young, hip and musically—

a

inclined

America as...as, well there‘s no compar—

Chinese

find

in

the

way

of

excitement?

isaon.

I‘ve looked into this question during a
year of teaching in the city of Xian (She—
ahn),

right

culture,

the

Memphis

to

Dig straight down.

And what is the music here?

Well,

with some qualifications, but to briefly
tell you the truth, I‘m glad I brought my

Taiwan, but the Mainland: Panda bears,

ghetto blaster and box of tapes.

the

of

from

That‘s right, China. Not Hong Kong, not
jackets,

middle

Directions

as different from

China.

"Mao"

in

Xian?

a world

Great

Wall.

continued page 30
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M

are two disco bars. Here folks can
dance and drink beer to the electric
disco music pounding from the
primitive but powerful sound
system. Open Friday, Saturday and
Sunday nights until about 11:30,
there are no live ‘pop‘ acts, let alone
rock‘n‘roll, only the big stereo. (In—
deed, ‘rock‘n‘roll‘ does not exist in the
otherwise substantial English
vocabularies of my students; every—
thing is disco or ‘deesco‘.) But the
floor is always packed in these places
and many wait in line outside. People
are dressed up, some few in ‘Mao
jackets,‘ and most young men seem to
have dates. It is an exciting evening
for many, and basically for the same
reasons discos are (were?) exciting to
some in the States. Of course, up
until about three years ago, not even
this was available.
The Chinese radio offers one AM
and two FM stations. There is little
happening here, mostly traditional
Chinese folk music along the lines of
"Ode To The Great Wall" or "Autumn

from page 29

In Xian, a city of 2.5 million, there

start at 80 yuan. (One yuan equals
about U.S. 30¢). With an average
worker bringing home about 90—110
yuan a month, and university
students considerably less, not every—

most interesting thing I‘ve heard was
"Rhapsody In Blue" or "I Left My
Heart in San Francisco."
More
common are U.S. folk songs such as
"Red River Valley" or "Shenandoah."
Christmas carols were common
during the holidays.
On the other hand, these few
stations play an excellent variety of
Western classical music. All the
great figures of the past are here:
Bach, Handel, Mozart, Beethoven,
etc., including a good selection of
lesser—known 20th century
composers.
Performances are by
Western and Chinese orchestras. In
fact, on any day there‘s almost as
much classical music to hear in Xian
as there is in Memphis. But popular
music or rock‘n‘roll? Forget it.
China‘s music fans can buy plenty
of cassettes in the stores. Ghetto
blasters are available everywhere.
(And most everywhere is a ghetto
here by our standards.) Tapes run
from 3—6 yuan; Chinese jam boxes

one has access to this kind of enter—
tainment.
Most of these cassettes, and pop
music in general, are of the disco
dance music variety. (No discs are to
be seen; the government understand—
ably keeping a lid on petroleum
supplies.) And there are hundreds of
different artists, all sounding pretty
much the same: high—strung,
electrical, quick little dance tunes.
Some of it is not far from Muzak or
elevator disco music. Some songs are
imports from Hong Kong or Japan.
And, most of the vocalists are female.
I haven‘t learned the language yet,
but my Chinese friends tell me the
lyrics are mostly of the bubble gum
‘young love‘ or ‘take me to the dance
hall‘ variety. It seems simple, pure,
innocent, and quite silly. At the risk
of sounding culturally prejudiced, I
can only say that after eight months
of listening, all the popular music
sounds the same.
cont. page 33
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Along The Yangtse River" or
"Medley of Mongolian Herders‘
Songs" — played on the horse—head
fiddle (Party!).
Very rarely,
American music will air, though the

—_"Your
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HS Case
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Memphis In May
from page 28
an unforgettable photoexcursion to
mainland China.
A 75—minute
multimedia presentation will treat
audience members to rare sights
such as the Great Wall and Grand
Canal. They will also get a glimpse
into the everyday lives of the more
than one billion people who make up
the Chinese nation. Chinese artisans
will also be at the Orpheum
throughout the weekend to
demonstrate some of the ancient
Chinese erafts.
On Saturday, May 2, Memphians
and their guests are invited to parti—
cipate in the Memphis In May River
Races at Tom Lee Park. The first
event of the day, the 10K run, will
begin promptly at 8 a.m. Besides
being highly competitive, this race is
also a lot of fun. This year an optional
costume and Wheelchair division
will be available as well as a military
division. Winners in this event will
receive prizes ranging from $100 to
$1000.
At 9:30 a.m., the 2—mile fun run will
begin at Tom Lee Park. The object of
this race isn‘t . speed or even
competition. The object is simply to
complete the course and to have a
good time.
The highly competitive Corporate
Relay begins at 10:30 a.m. No more
than 150 teams will be allowed to
compete in this event. Each team
member must run one—quarter mile.
Winning team members will receive
a medallion, and a plaque will be
presented to their sponsoring
businesses.
The Corporate Relay
Trophy will be awarded to the
company that is the overall winner
in all divisions.
~>
At 1:00 p.m., the world‘s largest
aerobics class will be held at Tom Lee
Park. This event is free and open to
anyone who is willing to go through a
grueling exercise routine.
During the weekend of May 8—9,
the attention of the entire city will
focus on world—famous Beale Street
and the Beale Street Music Festival.
This event will run from 6 p.m. until
2 a.m. on Friday and from 2 p.m.
until 2 a.m. on Saturday. According
to Sharon Taylor McKinney,
marketing coordinator for Memphis
In May, all of the entertainers had
not been confirmed at press time.
However, several national as well as
May, 1987

local artists are expected to headline
this event which will feature blues,
rhythm and blues, rockabilly, and
rock‘n‘roll.
The entertainers will
perform at the Beale Street clubs and
also outside in Handy Park. There
will be a $5 admission fee for each
day. Those attending the event will
be given a wristband so that they may
leave and return to the street
throughout the day. Ms. McKinney
added that no one under 21 would be
allowed to enter the festival unless
accompanied by a parent or
guardian. —
On Saturday, May 9, everyone is
encouraged to be at Jefferson Davis
Park at 10:00 a.m. to watch the Great
Mississippi River Canoe and Kayak
Race. More than 400 participants are
expected to try their strength and
skill in navigating the muddy waters
of OI‘ Man River.

The more serious side to Memphis
In May will be emphasized on
Friday, May 15 as the Mid—South
Economic Summit gets underway at
the Peabody. This event, coordinated
by the Memphis Area Chamber of
Commerce, will give local business
leaders the opportunity to meet with
commercial officials from the
People‘s Republic of China.
The
summit will focus on the economic
development of the 102—county Mid—
South region and look at the poten—
tial for trade between Memphis and
mainland China.
On the weekend of May 15—16, one
of the best—known Memphis In May
events, the World Championship
Barbecue Contest, will take place at
Tom Lee Park. 182 teams represent—
ing the United States, Norway, Scot—
MEMPHIS STAR

land, Ireland, Egypt, and Canada
will compete for a total of $10,000 in
prize money and the distinction of
being named the World Champion
Barbecue Cooking Team. The teams,
with names like the Razorback Rib
Runners, the Pig Tails from
Possum City, and the Swine Lake
Ballet, can also compete in other
competitions. The teams are judged
on their showmanship during the
Porker Promenade. The strength
of their lungs and the quality of their
voices are judged during the hog
calling contest. One of the more note—
worthy contests during the first day
of competition is the Ms. Piggy
contest. The person winning the dis—
tinguished title of Ms. Piggy will
receive a crown of ribs and the honor
of reigning over the two—day event.
On Sunday, May 24, at 8 a.m.,
almost $00 athletes will meet at
Lakeland to compete in one of the top
five races in the country — the
Memphis In May Triathlon. The
contestants will swim, run, and bike
their way over a 32—mile course for a
total cash purse of $10,000. The
winning athletes will cross the finish
line at Shelby Farms.
The city‘s attention will return to
the riverfront on Saturday, May 30.
Almost 300,000 people are expected
to gather on the bluffs to watch the
grand finale of Memphis In May — the
spectacular Sunset Symphony.
Directed by Maestro Alan Balter, the
Memphis Symphony Orchestra will
play the traditional blend of pop and
classical music that always delights
the crowd. James Hyter will also be
on hand to sing his traditional, soul—
inspiring rendition of "Ol Man
River." The Pre—Symphony program
consisting primarily of jazz will
begin at 3 p.m. The Symphony per—
formance will begin at 7:30 p.m.
Over one million people are
expected to watch and participate in
the Memphis In May festivities this
year. The event is expected to pump
nearly $27 million into the local
economy. And of course, the city re—
ceives national as well as interna—
tional attention from the festival.
But perhaps the most important
contribution to the city from
Memphis In May is the sense of unity.
Memphis In May is the one time
when the entire community pulls
together ‘and celebrates it‘s own
culture and heritage as it honors
someone else‘s. *
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At right, Connie and Robert admiring
the Buddha inside the Peking Palace
Restaurant. Connie‘s dress: a soft
peach satin—finish. Long torsoed with
a flared skirt, from Christine‘s,
Hickory Ridge Mall. Her hairstyle
carries out the Oriental influence —
very dark with a graceful straight
line that moves with the body.
Robert‘s dark brown suit in a
combination of fabrics is paired
with a mint green cotton shirt
and green striped tie. Available
at J. Riggins, Hickory Ridge Mall.

I1

Shot on location at Peking
Palace Restaurant, Eastgate Shopping Center.
Models: Connie & Robert Wiles,
Lisa Frisbee, Bob Benedict
Fashion Photographer: Morgan Murrell
Coordination/Stylists: Robert & Connie Wiles,
Pizazz Salon
708 Brookhaven Circle W.
767—2295
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At left, Lisa‘s beige sundress is of textured cotton
with a flared skirt. The top is of three—quarter
length sheer lace, also from Christine‘s. Bob‘s
all—purpose navy business suit with a light
blue shirt and special yellow tie create
a happy, festive mood. From J. Riggins, Hickory
Ridge Mail.
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Tapes of Western music are very
raré, except again for the classical
composers, which are found in the
_ foreignlanguagebookstoreand

very expensive. However, a survey of.
Xian‘s music stores did reveal little
anthologies of Michael Jackson, the
BeeGees and ABBA.
Basically, in China‘s embryonic
music scene, there‘s very little of the
fundamental spirit of individual
rebellion or soulful sensuality, not to
mention .socio—political awareness,
which characterizes much of our
modern popular music, and, of
course, our entire society. Many say
that there is little of such attitudes in
Chinese society. Yes, this is a gen—
eralization, but it is fairly accurate.
However, political control or
suppression of music or art here
seems almost non—existent. It‘s very
difficult to see any. Still, occasional
campaigns against ‘Western
bourgems liberalism‘ (whatever that
is; it‘s hard to tell) are bound to
influence some.
However things are a little
different in the big, fast cities on the
east coast, Guangzhou (Canton) and
Shanghai. The people are richer, the
living standard is higher, there is
more leisure time and greater
exposure to Western influences.
In progressive Guangzhou
(Gwang—joe), which is just up the
river a little from British Hong
Kong, there are many ‘music and tea
houses‘ and almost 120 dance halls
among the 5 million plus people.
Mostly state owned, some of the
dance halls feature live music and the
average income at one of the top
places was 8,000 (U.S. $2,200) a
night, a fortune in China. There is, in
fact, a Music and Tea House Admini—
stration in Guangzhou which has set
up training classes for singers and
musicians and held city—wide compe—
titions. Is there any similar use of
government money in the U.S.?
Rarely... But of course, this set—up
allows the government to have a hand
in the development of pop culture. Is
this desirable?
Guangzhou‘s New Era Music
Company last month produced a hit
cont. page 53
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Used Things
V # 23 South November 6th St.
Downtown Memphis
: (Sales and Rentals)

526—3277
Open Daily M—F 10—4:30
Saturdays 11—3

What‘s Holding You

No Band Photo?

|

Back?

No Demo Tape?

Join

INC.
For An All—Day, Low Cost
"SUNDAY PIC—NIC"
Photo Session
From 11:00 a.m. — 6:00 p.m.
SUNDAY, MAY 24
An experienced photographer
will shoot your band for $40
and we will provide you with
details on a variety of demo
production packages.

If you are going to work as a
professional, then you need to
present yourself profes—
sionally! Invest in your band‘s
future today!

Call Deborah Camp orStevenSneed at
(901) 526—7827 to find out how your
band can participate in the Star Stage
"PIC—NIC". Bands will be booked for
the photo session on a first come, first
served basis.
INC.
A Full Service Entertainment Corporation
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Los Lobos
By The Light Of The Moon
(Warner/Slash)

by C.P.J. Mooney, IV
Los Lobos‘ By The Light Of The
Moon, the follow—up to their 1984
album How Will The Wolf Survive; is
an ambitious record: itsimultane—
~ously aims for your head, heart and
feet.
Thought—provoking lyrics
merge with rock rhythms to produce
a stunning collection of songs.
Los Lobos is a five piece, all—
Chicano (with the exception of
former Blaster Steve Berlin) band
from east Los Angeles. The group
started out as a standard top forty
cover band, then shifted to the music
of their Latin heritage. Despite this
background, the sorigs they perform
are not some form of updated Tex—
Mex hodgepodge. Only "Prenda Del
Alma" will remind you of a Mexican
restaurant.
Beginning with the bouncy "One
Time, One Night" every track on
Moon scores; no wasted space of
‘filler‘ songs here. The first single,
"Shakin‘ Shakin‘ Shakes" received
substantial local airplay, and if there
is any justice the follow—up "Set Me
Free (Rosa Lee)" will be a hit. It is the
kind of classic rock and roll song that
defies you to sit still from the very
first listening. Similarly, the bluesy
groove in "My Baby‘s Gone" connects
instantly.
Yet the most significant part of
Moon is the quality and sophis—
tication of its lyrics. Many of the
songs have a serious, disquieting
tone. "River of Fools," "Is That All
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marks their first union with
pianist/composer Harold Budd,
though his subtle and serene style
makes for an obvious and workable
match. The collaboration of the two
yields an even—keeled and very
tranquil result.
Each side of The Moon features two
Budd compositions placedbetween
Twins compositions with vocals.
"Sea, Swallow Me" introduces the
record with a keyboard and places us
in a lush, green woods; when joined
by the other instruments and Liz
Fraser‘s vocals, it is as if all the forest
creatures have come out to serenade
the passing visitors. Did I mention
we were floating in a stream on a
hollowed birch log? The rest of the
record maintains the mood.
~
The Cocteau Twins‘ solo release,
Love‘s Easy Tears, is only slightly
more edgy.
Their more bassy
approach without Budd‘s keyboards
hints at more rhythmic music, but
maintains the rounded—corner
approach. This record is somewhat
spiritually ‘linked to R.E.M.‘s
The Cocteau Twins
. original intent, in that the suggested
Love‘s Easy Tears —
mood is more important than the:
meaning behind theactual song; the
Harold Budd & The
Cocteau Twins‘ sound is more
Cocteau Twins
dreamy and less rock—oriented. ©
The Moon & The Melodies
Once either of these records is on
(Relativity)
the turntable, it is difficult to remove
it.
Both are mesmerizing and
captivating. If they dodge reality,
by Robert Gordon
that is allowed because the dream
world they create is whole and
Though The Cocteau Twins would $ complete. And their compositions
cringe, I will start this review with
are developed enough so that when
the mention of "new age" music, those
the record is concluded, we feel the
compositions only slightly more
satisfaction of substance, not the
compelling — and noticeable — than
letdown of cotton candy. (Relativity,
ambient music. These two records
149—03 Guy R. Brewer Blvd.,
are to new age what that form is to
Jamaica, NY, 11434). *
ambient.
For the totally lost, this is not rock
The Dave Edmunds Band
and roll; there are no big, pounding
I Hear You Rockin‘
drum sounds, no driving rhythms, no
(Columbia)
coarse vocals.
There are many—
layered, "textured" sounds — dense
with tone, velvety—smooth movement
by Tony Pantuso
—the music seeming to float from the
Hey kids, it‘s party time. There‘s
speakers, waft around the room and
this really neat band playing at the
then slip out the crack under the door
church hall on Saturday night. These
just as the needle lifts.
The Cocteau Twins are a prolific f guys play rock and roll like they
really mean it. I‘m talking real rock
British trio, well anchored in this
and roll, too . . . Elvis, Dion, stuff
genre; The Moon and the Melodies

There Is?" and the aforementioned .
"One Time, One Night" are so
effective that it‘s rewarding to read
the words from the lyric sheet — even
without the music.
___.
"The Hardest Time" is the most
gripping track on the album. Mourn—
ful vocals unravel the tale of an aban—
doned wife and mother: ". . . write the
folks back home/She‘s telling them
again that her life is better/Not like
long ago/Then her shaking hand
tears across the page . .. when the
lights go out it‘s the hardest time/The
hardest time to be alone."
The band is smart enough to
provide a balance between some
downright depressing scenarios and
their exhilirating rave—ups. Thema—>
tically, this is similar to Bruce
Springsteen‘s juxtaposition of songs
on The River or Born In The USA,
where contradictions somehow
coexist and merge to create a
meaningful whole.
This is a remarkable effort; a solid
contender for one of the year‘s ten
best. *
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like that.
If we jump in the old
chopped and channeled ‘52 Mere, I‘ll
bet we could catch ‘em right now.
Somehow, listening to this latest
effort from Dave Edmunds, recorded
live in New York, Passaic, NJ, and
London, brings me back to 1961, and
I wasn‘t even around then. While the
current lineup playing behind
Edmunds doesn‘t quite measure up
to the manic energy of Rockpile, they
manage to get it on with glee, even
pumping some life into "Slipping
Away," a relic of Edmunds‘
forgettable collaboration with Jeff
Lynne.
Where the band really shines,
though, are on the straight ahead
rock tunes. Dion‘s "The Wanderer"
has never sounded better, and they
completely rip it up on "Crawling
From The Wreckage" and "I Knew
The Bride (When She Used To Rock
And Roll)." Other high points are
"Girls Talk," "I Hear You Knocking,"
and "Ju Ju Man."
Robert Christgau once said that
the difference between Nick Lowe
and Dave Edmunds is that Lowe
loves rockabilly and rock and roll for
everything it means as a social
phenomenon, while Edmunds loves
the music. That love shows through
on this record.
Sure, the sound
quality could be a bit less murky, but
that‘s just a minor complaint. Ed—
munds has put out a party record
which works as well now as it would
have 25 years ago. *

. Stevie Ray Vaughan and Double Trouble, above, will play Mud Island May 14th.
Local boys, The Willys, will open for Three Dog Night and America at the Island,
May 21.

Willys photo by Kelly.K. Craig

The Saints
All Fools Day
(TVT Records)
by Emily Dunbar
When The Saints (Chris Bailey,
Ivor Hay, Richard Burgman and
cont. page 36
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Keith Sykes and David Cochran, above left, and Joyce Cobb were among those
local entertainers playing Bombay last month in a benefit for St. Jude Research
Hospital.
photos by Ken Walker
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the utmost, when, after surveying not
only a war—torn Ireland but just
maybe the whole world, he laments,
"Why does there have to be all this
insanity/and why do I feel like it‘s
following me?" But yes, Chris, there
is also hope, which he finds in "I know
there is Justice somewhere/and it
asks someone to show it the way." If
that isn‘t real . ..
Saints may not always wear halos
and walk on water — some carry
great big guitars and snatch your at—
tention like a thief with musical
hooks and lyrics like slamming full—
tilt into a brick wall. You need this
record — it will burn you up. Jus‘ like
fire would. Yeah. (TVT Records, 59
W. 19th St., Suite 5B, New York,
N.Y. 10011) x
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Archie Larizza) sprang their single
"I‘m Stranded" on an unsuspecting
world in 1976 they were hailed as one
of the seminal punk bands. Though
during the past 10 years only two of
their seven albums were released in
the U.S., the Saints have been hard at
work honing that punk sincerity into
a more universal hard pop—rock edge,
the result being All Fools Day.
A wonderfully exciting album,
both intellectually and musically, All
Fools Day combines lovely layered
guitars with surprising doses of
horns and strings that could have
been lifted from anywhere from
"Magical Mystery Tour" to "String
Of Pearls" (you do remember Glenn
Miller?). This, and Chris Bailey‘s
deliciously raspy—Tom—Waits—
crashes—headlong—into—Mick—Jagger
voice meld into a solid thinking/
feeling/living man‘s album.
Especial stand—outs include "First
Time" — a darker side of caveat
emptor punctuated by the same
sinister "hoo—hoo‘s" that introduced
us to the Stones‘ personal demon;
"Love Or Imagination" — whose
delicate pizzicato violins counter—
balance Bailey‘s quirky queries
about priorities ("Sometimes I
worry about the Third World and I
ain‘t even seen the first . . ."); and
"Just Like Fire Would." This, the
album‘s first single, best demon—
strates the band‘s unfailing devotion
to beautiful, realio—trulio rock and
roll.
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Womagic
Bobby Womack
(MCA)
by Tony Jones
You mean I finally get a shot at
Chips Moman?
After two years,
there‘s finally relevant reason to join
the other hotshot Faulkner—Lite
pundit and sling some stupid vitriol?
Chips produced the bulk of this
album with Womack here at 3 Alarm
Studio, so that puts Mr. Moman
squarely in position, right?
Right. And I firmly stand behind
everything I‘m about to say.
Thanks, Chips. Finally, an exactly
titled album denoting Womaek‘s
finer output,to which some of this set
can be included.
Beginning with
Womack‘s mercurial hum opening
side one, through the triplet cul—
minating in "The Things We Do
(When We‘re Lonely),"
Womagic
expresses what a drag being old isn‘t.
Musically, this set fades Womack
amorously well. "When the Weekend

The real shiner for me; though, is
"Celtic Ballad," with folksy pipes and
flutes laying groundwork for Bailey
and Burgman‘s rich guitars. Here
Bailey stretches his lyrical talents to
Page 36
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Comes"‘ perhaps best enjoins
Womack‘s
front—porch urbanity,
framing his style with an electric
acoustic guitar that blends the tune‘s
mood into a calm river‘s song.
Feeling. This album imparts the
empathy of a man immersed within
the tales his performances paint, as if
the music would have been done
whether there was a record contract
or not. Though no one reading this
should be that naive, it‘s a tribute
that after all these years Womack can
execute professionally without
feeding the cynically—minded. To cite
"Weekend" again, you know it
makes you sick to hear‘ many
recording artists crying the blues of
an everyday life they don‘t lead?
Bring that cynicism here and have it
obliterated. When this guy moans —
about he needs to catch his bills,
Laurence Olivier would kill for such
an
impassioned and believable
reading of a line.
The well—chosen tunes comprising
the album blend well with the three
Womack originals featured. Even
the begging "I Can‘t Stay Mad"
doesn‘t turn me off, and goodness
knows I‘m sick of all the begging that
dominates masculine love songs
nowadays.
The Masquerader‘s big 1968 hit "I
Ain‘t Got To Love Nobody Else"
surfaces as the gem of side two. Un—
less the dancing prayer, "Can‘tcha
Hear The Children Calling," one of
two tunes produced by Womack and
Wayne Lindsay, is what caresses
your enjoyment. The rest is all Chips
Moman and Bobby Womack. And
yes, Chips can produce soul music.
Remember
Harry Hippie?"
Womack and Moman collaborated on
that historic classic. Some people
may want to live in the sixties
forever. These guys decided to age
like stunning mountain ranges. *
Professor Longhair
House Party New Orleans Style:
The Lost Sessions 1971—1972
(Rounder Records)

by Rob Bowman
The release of any new Professor
Longhair album should be heralded
as an event.
House Party New
Orleans Style is especially a cause for
celebration as it consists of studio
‘May, 1987

efforts recorded in Baton Rouge and
Memphis in 1971 and 1972.
Despite Longhair‘s position of pre—
eminence as the fountain of modern
New Orleans rhythm and blues, he
recorded precious little in the
studios. In fact, post 1959, there are
only two albums of studio recordings;
1974‘s Rock‘N‘Roll Gumbo recently
reissued on George Winston‘s
Dancing Cat label and 1980‘s
Crawfish Fiesta still in print on
Alligator. House Party New Orleans
Style then, fills an important gap.
Accompanied by the incomparable
Snooks Eaglin on guitar on both
sessions plus different bass players
and drummers, Longhair is in
exceptional form. He had just been
"rediscovered" in 1971 after a decade
of neglect and musical inactivity and
he seems to be delightfully invi—
gorated to be playing again. Nearly
everything is taken at a sprightly
tempo with the Professor‘s left hand
pumping non—stop.
Syncopation
abounds. His voice is strong and his
phrasing, as always, is unique. One
needs to hear him wail his way
through "Tipitina" only once to be
convinced. Whole new worlds will
open up to you. He is an American
original.
The material is quite varied
including remakes of five of his
classics from the fifties; "Tipitina,"
"Hey Little Girl," "She Walks Right
In," "Gone So Long" and "No Buts,
No Maybes," yet another version of
the Mardi Gras classic "Big Chief,"
covers of r & b hits by others in the
fifties including "Cherry Pie,"
"Everyday I Have The Blues" and
"Junco Partner" plus newly com—
posed Longhair originals such as
"501 Boogie"— and "Dr. Professor
Longhair."
At fifteen tracks and fifty plus
minutes, Rounder is being exceed—
ingly generous. To top it all off the
cover shot of Lightnin‘ Hopkins and
the Professor is worth the price of
admission alone. *

13” P&. ‘w
& 7/25 Sensible Choice"
May
22, 23, 24
The
Paramount
Twin
Info
761 —3480
(Before 5 p.m.)

WHATEVER VIDEO
606 S. Highland » 452—4731

Mason

NEW RELEASES

Living On The Edge
(Elektra)

CLASSICS . SEX . MUSIC

by Tony Jones
Produced by Kae Williams, Jr. at
Ardent Studio for (formerly?) the

COMEDY . CULT . DRAMA
OPEN: 10 — 10 Mon. — Sat.; 1 — 6 Sunday

cont. page 39
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At this stage in the game it seems
nigh impossible that a new work on
the Beatles could reveal so much that
was not already known. Lewisohn
————hasdonethisandmore.He has made
what might seem arcane and
ultimately of little use readily acces—
sible and digestible and, in the
process, he draws a number of
inferences and conclusions that
actually do shed new light on the Fab
Four.
Indispensible for Beatle
lovers.
Published in the U.K., it is
available from Pavillion Books, 196
The Betles Lives!
Shaftsbury Avenue, London,
The Ultimate Reference England W2CH 8JL. *
Book
by Mark Lewisohn
(Pavillion Books)
by Robert Bowman
An unbelievable and unenviable
task of boggling proportions, with
The Beatles Live! Lewisohn attempts
— to document the liveperformances of
the Beatles and their immediate
antecedents from June 9, 1957 (the
first performance of the John
Lennon—led/Quarry Men) to August
29, 1966 (the last gig of the Beatles‘
final tour at Candlestick Park in San
Francisco).
The work is organized chronolo—
gically a year at a time. For
each section Lewisohn writes a prose
commentary summing up the year‘s
events. This is followed by an anno—
tated listing of every gig played that
year and a listing of every known
song played at those gigs with infor—
mation as to the lead vocalist, the
author and, if not a Beatle original,
where possible, the version the
Beatles learned from is cited. To top
it off, Lewisohn liberally illustrates
the volume with advertisements,
posters, business cards, newspaper
reviews and other memorabilia such
as a set list written by Paul
McCartney, a promoter‘s account
sheet, etc. Finally, a Flexidisc is in—
cluded consisting of the Beatles‘ first
ever radio interview conducted
October 27, 1982. Unbelievably
young and seemingly nervous (Ringo
had just joined nine week earlier), it
is a fascinating document.
Page 38
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Calvin & Hobbes
by Bill Watterson
(Andrews, McMell &
Parker) $6.95
by Jim Palmer
It has been said that "America has
produced only two original art forms:
jazz and the comic strip." It has also
been said "You can lead a horse to
water, but you can‘t take the country
out of the boy." Both are statements
that have influenced me greatly and
provided much needed solace during
Cardinals‘ slumps and Republican
administrations.
Jazz has Monk, Ellington, Diz and
Lady Day. Comic strips have Kelly,
Schulz, Herriman and Trudeau. We
can catch all these acts in the comfort
of our homes, in our underwear if we
prefer, with not a second thought as
to where we‘ve misplaced our car
keys. Is this a great country, or what?
The latest act to catch is Calvin and
Hobbes, a beautifully drawn and
MEMPHIS STAR

amazingly funny comic strip by
Ohioan Bill Watterson who cut his
artistic chops in 1980 as editorial car—
toonist for the Cincinnati Post. His
tenure there lasted only six months at
which time he was told to recall the
way he had entered. The next five
years were spent submitting strip
ideas to the major syndicates. Late in
1985, it all came together and
Universal Press began distribution
of Calvin and Hobbes. The fact that
this strip is not seen in Memphis is
the biggest gaffe by our local daily
since their cancellation of
Doonesbury. But"lucky us," this first
volume of reprints has just arrived at
a bookstore near you.
Calvin is a six year old unlike any
you‘ve met in comics. He‘s damn near
real. He daydreams in school,
imagining himself to be "Spaceman
Spiff on the distant planet Zorg." He
grosses out girls during lunch: "I‘m
having a squid eyeball sandwich. I
like to suck out the retinas." And
when his parents refuse to stop for
fast food burgers while on vacation,
he quickly changes their minds by
launching into "Ten Million Bottles
of Beer On The Wall." Like I said,
he‘s a real kid.
And who would make a best friend
for such a charming rug—rat? Enter
Hobbes, a stuffed toy tiger who
conveniently springs to life when
there‘s no one else around: "Your dad
won‘t mind if I use his cologne, will
he?" Calvin "hates" girls, but he
wonders about kissing and asks
Hobbes what he finds attractive in
women: "Well, I‘ve always been
partial to redheads . . . with green
eyes .
. and whiskers! Long
whiskers!"
This feature is filled with social
comment (reminiscent of Peanuts in
the 50s and early 80s) almost to the
exclusion of anything political. But
from time to time Watterson inserts
just enough subtle message to
reassure us that he‘s aware. As our
two heroes stand dressed in helmets
and armed with dart guns Hobbes
inquires: "How come we play war
and not peace?" and Calvin replies:
"Too few role models." The comic art
has seldom been in surer, wiser, and
more gentle hands. *
May, 1987

Skywriting By
Word Of Mouth
by John Lennon
(Harper & Row) $12.95

by Robert Bowman

Crackling with wit, perspicuity
and filtered through an ascerbic
tongue, Skywriting By Word Of
Mouth is a nonstop treat. Written by
John Lennon between 1968 and his
death in 1980, Skywriting reveals
much about the man‘s thoughts on
music, his life, his beloved Yoko, his
fans, the breakup of the Beatles and
culture and city he lived in.

Puns and fertile metaphors abound
as does a spirit full of the joy of life as
John sends up everyone and
everything. He refers to Jerry Rubin
and Abbie Hoffman as "the Mork and
Mindy of the Sixties" and asks the
choice question "Did you ever stop to
think that Timothy Leary and Gee.
(sic) Gordon Liddy are opposite sides
of the same coin? Two Micks don‘t
make a WASP." Indeed!
Basically divided into two sections,
the first fifty pages of the book are
directly autobiographical and never
ending tongue in cheek. The remain—
ing one hundred and fifty pages are
devoted to an extended work,
"Skywriting By Word Of Mouth," a
twisted tale of muted and shaded
images divided into sections with
subtitles such as "The Importance Of
Being Erstwhile" and "Europe on
Five Camels a Day."
f
Here John‘s penchant for play is
given full reign. Some sections are
Joycean stream of conscious, others

are wonderful little vignettes. Traces
of autobiography permeate the
whole work although unravelling the
references is often not so easy.
Through it all the oft—repeated
theme is the transparency of most
people; their greed, deceitfulness and
ultimate emptiness. Yet, somehow
one comes away feeling optimistic,
full of joy, delight and hope. Funny
thing, that‘s usually the way John‘s
music made one feel. x

In The Groove: The
People Behind The
Music
by Ted Fox
(St. Martin‘s Press) $18.95
by Rob Bowman
Ted Fox‘s In The Groove heartily
serves as a companion volume to both
Bill Flanagan‘s Written In My Soul
(reviewed last month) and Max
Weinberg‘s The Big Beat (reviewed
February ‘85). Whereas the latter
two volumes were comprised of inter—
views with songwriters and
drummers, respectively; Fox‘s tome
consists of a collection ofinterviews
with a panopoly of the important
record producers of the last fifty
years.
Rightly so, he starts his work with
John Hammond (the man who
"discovered" Billie Holliday, Count
Basie, Aretha Franklin, Bob Dylan,
Bruce Springsteen and Stevie Ray
Vaughan) and works his way on up to
Nile Rodgers, the Chic mastermind
who in the last few years has pro—
duced the likes of Madonna, Mick
Jagger and Diana Ross. Catholic in
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hard to find among young groups
emerging today. They never sound
cheap.
Tech, but no gimmicks.
Mason evokes chemistry, artistry,
power and one major glitch but it‘s
not necessarily a fault.
They
harmonize well, but their vocals
are not punchy enough. And the
songs are extremely listenable but
may not have a commercial hook be—
cause of the mediocre vocal tone and
lack of a radio—ready gloss.
Except possibly for "Somethin—X—
tra." If they are to have an intro—
ductory hit, this is their best chance.

from page 37
Bar—Kays‘ Unisound Productions,
Living On The Edge is a display of ex—
celent talent searching for detail—con—
scious post—production.
Composi—
tionally, Mason is a very strong
group, especially for wax rookies.
Well constructed songs and sharp
playing point to a possibly commer—
cial success down road for this family
trio.
Mason creates a sound character—
ized by a bright quality groundedin a
mature feel, something extremely
May, 1987

his taste, Fox manages to squeeze
between these two bookends jazz pro—
ducers Bob Thiele and Alfred Lion:
independent label owners such as
Arhoolie‘s Chris Strachwitz and
Island‘s Chris Blackwell; men from
an earlier era such as Mitch Miller
and Milt Gabler; fifties mavericks
Jerry Wexler and Leiber and Stoller;
and finally, representatives of the
corporate side of popular music, Phil
Ramone and Clive Davis (the latter,
although not propoerly a producer
certainly has had a massive effect on
contmeporary music and warrants
inclusion).
The interviews were conducted
between August 1984 and February
1986 originally for Audio magazine.
Fox‘s subjects are, without
exception, erudite, passionate, and
chock full of more than their fair
share of interesting stories.
Fox,
himself, is a capable interviewer (al—
though why he didn‘t ask Milt Gable
about Louis Jordan I‘ll never know);
knowledgable, comprehensive and
sensitive to his subject‘s work and
place in history.
Surprisingly the interview with
Mitch Miller is perhaps the most
engrossing. Berated for years for his
negative attitude and comments with
regard to rock and roll in the fifties,
here Miller finally gets to defend
himself (albeit in a rather heated
manner). As well, heexpounds on the
use of Hank Williams‘ material for
artists such as Tony Bennett, the first
use of overdubbing on record and a
myriad of other compelling stories.
In The Groove‘s only major draw—
. back is its American bias. Chris
Blackwell is the only foreigner inter—
viewed.
Where are the George
Martin‘s, Glyn John‘s, Tony
Visconti‘s and Steve Lillywhite‘s? x

cont. page 50
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The Memphis Music Debut Club

IVE MEMPHIS MUSIC!
5 Nights A Week
al LIIWHED LATE NIGHT MENU x*

L

For Concert
And Parking Information

Call 523—8989

1
Friday
Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
© Bob‘s Vapors
Bluegrass Night (T) — Harvester Lane
"Caesar & Cleopatra" (F) — Theatre Memphis
David Jones & Double Shot (C) — VFW (W.
Memphis, AR)
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe
Even Steven (P) — Hi Roller II***
Foreplay (P) — Stage Stop***
Front Street Blues Band (T) — Lou‘s Place
Happy In The Dark (P) — Court Square Cafe***
Hurricanes (P) — Bombay***
Lonely St. Duo (V) — Marlowe‘s
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors
"Man of La Mancha" (F) — Poplar Pike
Playhouse
Mark Kitchens & Holdup (V) — Montana‘s
MSO w/Misha Dichter (F) — deFrank Music Hall
"Middle Ages" (F) — Circuit Playhouse
MVP (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s
"Nine" (F) — Playhouse on the Square
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace
T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave
Teresa Pate/ Shawn Clary & Trio (V) — Lobster
Louie‘s
Terry Eubanks (DJ) — Holiday Inn (Brooks Rd)
Terry Humphrey (C) — Western Steak House
The Brewers/ The Dusters (N) — Antenna

._

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton

2

Saturday

Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors
"Caesar & Cleopatra" (F) — Theatre Memphis

*May 3 —

Sweethearts Of The Rodeo
with The O‘Kanes

~xMay
May

22 —

David Jones & Double Shot (C) — VFW (W.
Memphis, AR)
~ Don McMinn &the RumBoogie Band (T)—Rum_

<JerryJeff

Boogie Cafe

JohnSebastian_

‘Drama(P) —Bombay*** —

xCo—Sponsored By KIX—106 __

Tickets $10. 00 In Advance, $12.00 At Dom
*At 7:00 p.m.
Tickets Available At Ticket Hub
(149 N. Angelus)
Peabody Lobby e Peabody Alley

Country Music Night (C) — Harvester Lane

s

rya

Even Steven (P) — Hi Roller II***
~Forepiay (P) — Stage Stop***

~~~ __

Front Street Blues Band (T) — Lou‘s Place
~LonelyStreet Duo (V)— Marlowe‘s —
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors
Mak Kaylor Band (V) — Hernando Festival

MEMPHIS

For Additional Information Call
(901) 529—4128
os
as 4 i
5

"Man of La Mancha" (F) — Poplar Pike Playhouse
Mark Kitchens & Holdup (V) — Montana‘s
MSO w/ Misha Dichter (F) — deFrank Music Hall
Metro Waste/The Odd Jobs (N) — Antenna
"Middle Ages" (F) — Circuit Playhouse
MVP (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s
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Concert

"Nine" (F) — Playhouse on the Square
Wolfgang (P) — Court Square Cate***
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

\_

L

"Caesar & Cleopatra" (F) — Theatre Memphis
Crowded House/Think As Incas (N) — Antenna
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Need A

Band?

NEW

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace
T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Good Question (P) — Mud Island Sunset Party
Java (N) — Bombay***

Teresa Pate/Shawn Clary & Trio (V) — Lobster
Louie‘s

Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s

Booking Agency

Terry Eubanks (DJ) — Holiday Inn (Brooks Rd.)
Terry Humphrey (C) — Western Steak House

"Man of La Mancha" (F) — Poplar Pike Playhouse
Mary Jane Collins (V) — Lou‘s Place
MVP (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Sam Williams (P) — Hi Roller II***
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

FOR

3
Sunday
Backswing (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors
Bluebeats (N) — Bombay***
Captain Phil McGee & Hottennazz (V) — French
Quarter
Conway Twitty/Loretta Lynn (C) — Mid—South
Coliseum***
David Jones & Double Shot (C) — VFW (W.
Memphis, AR)
Europe (P) — Mud Island Amphitheatre***
Even Steven (P) — Hi Roller II***
Jazz Countdown Reinstated (T) — Belmont Grill
Live Music (P) — Court Square Cafe***
Lonely Street Duo (V) — Marlowe‘s
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors
"Man of La Mancha" (F) — Poplar Pike Playhouse
Mark Kitchens & Holdup (V) — Castaways
MSO w/Misha Dichter (F) — deFrank Music Hall
Mike Crews Band (P) — Hi Roller I1***
"Nine" (F) — Playhouse on the Square
Rhythm Hounds (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe
Sweethearts of the Rodeo (C) — Peabody Alley***
The O‘Kanes (C) — Peabody Alley***
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Riverside Grille
Wolfgang (P) — Court Square Cafe***

4
Monday
Encore (N) — Bombay***
Good Question (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Kelly Johnson (P)— Court Square Cafe***
"Man of La Mancha" (F) — Poplar Pike Playhouse
Mark Kitchens & Holdup (V) — Murphey‘s
Rhythm Hounds (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Talent Contest (V) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors
Talent (P) — Stage Stop***

5
Tuesday
Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors

‘May, 1987

Aggressive

_

Country
Bluegrass
Rock & Roll

Talent (P) — Stage Stop***
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

BAD BOB‘S
Booking

6
Wednesday
Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors
"Caesar & Cleopatra" (F) — Theatre Memphis
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe
Front Street Blues Band (T) — Lou‘s Place —
Java (N) — Bombay***
Jesse Brownfield (P) — Court Square Cafe***
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors
"Man of La Mancha" (F) — Poplar Pike Playhouse
Mark Kitchens (V) — P & H Cafe
Mike Crews (P) — Hi Roller II***
MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace
T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave
Talent (P) — Stage Stop***

Agency

(901)

345—1761

COMPACT MIDI
SEQUENCER
KORG

SQ—8

Terry Eubanks (DJ) — Holiday Inn (Brooks Rd.)
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton
Video Night (N) — Antenna

7
Thursday
Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors
"Caesar & Cleopatra" (F) — Theatre Memphis
Crying Shame (N) — Antenna
"Dark" (F) — Circuit Playhouse
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe
Freedom of Expression (P) — Bombay***
Front Street Blues Band (T) — Lou‘s Place

$2899
*8 Track Multi—
Sequencer; Records
up to 6500 notes on 8 tracks
including after touch andpitch
bending. LCD display. real time
and step right recording!
mipTrown
Ll ME‘MPHIS

1492 union
278-0500
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Kickin‘

<VRO=

|_

|

THE

\'

AMRO/ROCK 98
JAM
IS BACK

||
||

From 7 p.m. to Midnight
Exclusively on Beale Street at the
OMNI—DAISY

||
| 1T1)

OUR APRIL JAM INCLUDED:
THECROWD

| EMU}
(u‘
||
|

|

| IN :

CREATION
|

|
It
| “L’l |
__ [MMLE_z
— _ maces

TANGENT

MYSTRESS

FUTURE JAMS
Don‘t Miss

LYCANTHROPE

May 12

June 16

May 19

June 23

May 26

June 30

All Equipment Provided By:

* You must register one week
prior to session attending.
* No alcohol or other drugs can be
brought onto the premises.
* No alcohol served to minors.

sOUTHEAST
2798 S. Perkins
Memphis, TN 38118
363—2100

MAIN STORE
2918 Poplar Avenue
Memphis, TN 38111
323—8888

Just Call
Jim Medlin
323—8888

RALEIGH
2984 Austin Peay
Memphis, TN 38128
388—4200

calendar

from page 42

Country Music Night (C) — Harvester Lane

Good Question (P) — Player‘s

Cut Outs (P) — Bombay***

Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

David Jones & Double Shot (C) — VFW (W.
Memphis, AR)

"Man of La Mancha" (F) — Poplar Pike Playhouse

Front Street Blues Band (T) — Lou‘s Place

MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Good Question (P) — Player‘s

"Nine" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

Live Music (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe (MusicFest)

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Lonely Street Duo (V) — Midtown Saloon

Steve Reid (P) — Hi Roller II***

Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

"Man of La Mancha" (F) — Poplar Pike Playhouse

T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Mark Kitchens & Holdup (V) — Montana‘s

Talent (P) — Stage Stop***

"Middle Ages" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Terry Eubanks (DJ) — Holiday Inn (Brooks Rd.)

MVP (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s

The Agency (V) — Cruel Shoe

"Nine" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton

Pam & the Passions (P) — Hi Roller II***
Rhythm Hounds (P) — Court Square Cafe***

CALL US FOR COMPLETE 4, 8, 16
TRACK STUDIO SYSTEMS.....
GOOD DEALS!
PROFESSIONAL
CONCERT SERVICES
120 Park St. Tupelo, MS
(601) 842—0300
mes

Friday

8

T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Bluegrass Night (T) — Harvester Lane

Talent (P) — Stage Stop***

"Caesar & Cleopatra" (F) — Theatre Memphis

Teresa Pate/Shawn Clary & Trio (V) — Lobster
Louie‘s

David Jones & Double Shot (C) — VFW (W.
Memphis, AR)

Terry Humphrey (C) — Western Steak House

Good Question (P) — Player‘s

Think As Incas/Our Favorite Band (N) — Antenna

Happy In The Dark (N) — Antenna

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

first home:
Call CENTURY 219

Lonely Street Duo (V) — Midtown Saloon

Buying A
Home Can Be

Nrma C Westgate, Jr.

Affiliate Broker

1
r4
ICI
) \} \) diliiens &
UNITED, INC. REALTORS
3616 Austin Peay, Suite 1A ® Memphis, TN 38128
(Bus.) 901—372—6399 @ (Res.) 901—372—6070
(Car) 901—483—0269
©1986® and ~ Century 21 Real Estate Corporation.
Equal Housing
ity @
INDEPENDENTILY OWNED AND OPERATED.

10

Sunday

Backswing (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Bluebeats (N) — Bombay***

"Man of La Mancha" (F) — Poplar Pike Playhouse

Captain Phil McGee & Hottennazz (V) — French
Quarter

Mark Kitchens & Holdup (V) — Montana‘s
"Middle Ages" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

David Jones & Double Shot (C) — VFW (W.
Memphis, AR)

MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

French Baroque Concert (F) — Rhodes College

"Nine" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

Jazz Countdown Reinstated (T) — Belmont Grill

Pam & the Passions (P) — Hi Roller II***

Jerry Jeff Walker (C) — Peabody Alley***

Rhythm Hounds (P) — Court Square Cafe***

Live Music (P) — Court Square Cafe

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Mark Kitchens & Holdup (V) — Castaways

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

"Middle Ages" (F) — Circuit Playhouse
Mike Crews Band (P) — Hi Roller II***
"Nine" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

" Talent (P) — Stage Stop***

Rent
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Live Music (P) — Rum Boogie Cafe (MusicFest)

T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Cheaper Than

Terry Eubanks (DJ) — Holiday Inn (Brooks Rd.)

Front Street Blues Band (T) — Lou‘s Place

Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — Bombay***

Today

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors

Your first step to your

The CENTURY 21 system
helps more people like you
into first homes than any
other. Take the first step to
the home of your dreams.
Call our CENTURY 21 office
today.
Put Number 1 to work for you."

Senior Piano Recital (F) — Rhodes College

Teresa Pate/Shawn Clary & Trio (V) — Lobster
Louie‘s

Pam & the Passions (P) — Hi Roller II***
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Riverside Grille

Terry Eubanks (DJ) — Holiday Inn (Brooks Rd.)

Touchtones (V) — Rum Boogie Cafe

Terry Humphrey (C) — Western Steak House

The Arlingtons (N) — Court Square Cafe***

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton
11

9

Saturday

Monday

Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors

Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors

Detail (P) — Stage Stop***

"Caesar & Cleopatra" (F) — Theatre Memphis

Kelly Johnson (P) — Court Square Cafe***

MEMPHIS STAR

Good Question (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s

May, 1987

Louis & Lois Paul (V) — Bombay***
Mark Kitchens & Holdup (V) — Murphey‘s
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
j
Talent Contest (V) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors
Touchtones (V) — Rum Boogie Cafe
Voice Recital (F) — Rhodes College

Ready To Try Something Different?
The Choice of the
East and West Coast Studio Pros is
Now Available in Memphis
HEAR THEM

12
Tuesday
Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors

TODAY

tolini
PICKUPS

"‘ Gurrar

Works .—
1153 UNION AT 1—240 @ 725—5473

"Caesar & Cleopatra" (F) — Theatre Memphis
Detail (P) — Stage Stop***
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

"SLICK AND IN TUNE"

Good Question (P) — Bombay***
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors
Mary Jane Collins (V) — Lou‘s Place
MVP (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Sam Williams (P) — Hi Roller I1***
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Cbuntry
Palace
BOMBA

Y

The Willys (P) — Mud Island Sunset Party
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza
Amro/Rock 98 Jam (V) — Omni—Daisy***
13

Wednesday

Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors

CYCLE

CLUB.

S

"Caesar & Cleopatra" (F) — Theatre Memphis
Detail (P) — Stage Stop***
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe
Front Street Blues Band (T) — Lou‘s Place
Jesse Brownfield (P) — Court Square Cafe***
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors
Mark Kitchens (V) — P & H Cafe
Mike Crews (P) — Hi Roller II***

3

4

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace
TT. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave
Terry Eubanks (DJ) — Holiday Inn (Brooks Rd.)
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton

6

7
Freedom of
Expression

2
Drama

10:00

10:00

8
Jimmy Davis
sA NEkLS

Cut—Outs

9:30

10:00

10:00

14
Special
Guest

15

16

Natchez

Shakers

9:30

9:30

10:00

10:00

19

20

21

22

23

£1“;

Shyloh

Willy‘s

f;§°§"§,:f,:;

Windows

Cafe Racers

10:00

9:30

9:30

9:30

10:00

10:00

24

A 2ds a,

26

27

28

Bluebeats
10:00

gin;
9:30

Wolfgang
9:30

Willy‘s
9:30

Shakers
9:30

29 4
“32:1:Me's‘e
10:00

Bluebeats

Encore

Java

Java

10:00

9:00

9:30

9:30

10

11

Bluebeats

Louis and
Lois Poul

12
Good
Ouestion

13
A
Vehicle

10:00

9:00

9:30

MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

5

1
Hurricanes

LJ 1 g

17

Bluebeats

~

9

10:00

5

3 \
2:3“ Luau?
10:00

31

Vehicle (P) — Bombay***

Bluebeats
10:00

14

Tuesday

Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors

Make a night of it when you enjoy a sensational Bombay dinner!

"Caesar & Cleopatra" (F) — Theatre Memphis
"Dark" (F) — Circuit Playhouse
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
ie Cafe
Front Street Blues Band (T) — Lou‘s Place
cont. next page

Bombal =RAGtE

rombay Bicycle Club

HoTLlNE

2120 Madison in Overton Square 726—6055

—
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from previous page
Guadalcanal Diary (N) — Antenna
Live Music (P) — Bombay***
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors
MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s
"Nine" (F) Playhouse on the Square
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Steve Reid (P) — Hi Roller II***
Stevie Ray Vaughan
Amphitheatre***

(P)

—

Mud

Island

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace
T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave
Terry Eubanks (DJ) — Holiday Inn (Brooks Rd.)
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton

|
I
[

15

|

3—D (P) — Stage Stop***

Friday

Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors
—
Bluegrass Night (T) — Harvester Lane
"Caesar & Cleopatra" (F) — Theatre Memphis
David Jones & Double Shot (C) — VFW (W.
Memphis, AR)
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Ul MW

Folk Stone (V) — Marlowe‘s

JN
IMT

Front Street Blues Band (T) — Lou‘s Place
Kilkenny Cats/Crying Shame (N) — Antenna
"Little Mary Sunshine" (F) — Rhodes College
Lonely Street Duo (V) — Midtown Saloon

A UNIQUE BOUTIQUE FOR WOMEN AND MEN
2075 Madison
(901) 276—2216
Mon.—Thurs. 10—6;
Fri. & Sat. 10—7

New Spring Fashions Arriving Daily!

Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors
Mak Kaylor Band (V) — Steven‘s (Clarksdale, MS)
Mark Kitchens & Holdup (V) — Montana‘s
MVP (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Natchez (P) — Bombay***
"Nine" (F) — Playhouse on the Square
Reba & the Portables (T) — Breeze‘s
Reckless (P) — Hi Roller II***
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace
T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

ROADHOUSE

Teresa Pate/Shawn Clary & Trio (V) — Lobster
Louie‘s
Terry Eubanks (DJ) — Holiday Inn (Brooks Rd.)
Terry Humphrey (C) — Western Steak House

RECORDING

aac
<
e
n_C
Consents

MASTER QUALITY 8 TRACK RECORDING

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton
Touchtones (V) — Court Square Cafe***

AT THE LOWEST RATES ANYWHERE
901 —365 4234

16

m

Saturday

3—D (P) — Stage Stop***
Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors
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calendar

ens
"Caesar & Cleopatra" (F) — Theatre Memphis
Country Music Night (C) — Harvester Lane
"Dark" (F) — Circuit Playhouse
David Jones & Double Shot (C) — VFW (W.
Memphis, AR)
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe
Even Steven (P) — Court Square Cafe***
Folk Stone (V) — Marlowe‘s
Front Street Blues Band (T) — Lou‘s Place
"Little Mary Sunshine" (F) — Rhodes College
Lonely Street Duo (V) — Midtown Saloon
Mak Kaylor Band (V) — Steven‘s (Clarksdale, MS)
Mark Kitchens & Holdup (V) — Montana‘s
MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s
"Nine" (F) — Playhouse on the Square
Reba & the Portables (T) — Breeze‘s
Reckless (P) — Hi Roller II***
Shakers (P) — Bombay***
Soul Capitalists (N) — Antenna
‘Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Suicidal Tendencies (N) — Antenna
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace
T.T Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave
Teresa Pate/Shawn Clary & Trio (V) — Lobster
Louie‘s
Terry Eubanks (DJ) — Holiday Inn (Brooks Rd.)
Terry Humphrey (C) — Western Steak House
The Brewers (N) — Fred‘s Hideout

Reckless (P) — Hi Roller II***
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Riverside Grille

18
Monday
Fly By Night (P) — Stage Stop***
Good Question (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Kelly Johnson (P) — Court Square Cafe***
Mark Kitchens & Holdup (V) — Murphey‘s
Ron Reed (V) — Rum Boogie Cafe
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Talent Contest (V) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors

19
Tuesday
Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) —
Bob‘s Vapors
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe
Fly By Night (P) — Stage Stop***
Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun (T) — Mud Island Sunset
Party
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V)
Bad Bob‘s Vapors
Mary Jane Collins (V) — Lou‘s Place

LIVE
ROCK-N-ROLL
every night! 9 — 2
Local and Touring Acts
10 foot Big Screen TV f
Kitchen Open Daily
Til Midnight
NO COVER Mon. — Thurs.
MON: All Drinks and Food $2
TUES: $1 Margaritas 8 — Close
WED: $2 L.I. Teas 8 — Close
Rock Card Nite —Holders get % off
THURS: Ladies \; price Night
and FREE BEER till 12
Rock 98 Dance Contest
FRI & SAT: Hourly
Drink Specials
382—1576
2951 Cela Lane
(1% Blocks East of Austin Peay
off Stage Rd. next to Skateland)

MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Sam Williams (P) — Hi Roller II***
Shylo (C) — Bombay***
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Need A Job?
Need A Band?

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

17
Sunday
Backswing (T) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors
Bluebeats (N) — Bombay***
"Caesar & Cleopatra" (F) — Theatre Memphis —
Captain Phil McGee & Hottennazz (V) — French
er
Celinda Pink & the Cellar Dwellers (U) — Rum
Boogie Cafe
"Dark" (F) — Circuit Playhouse
David Jones & Double Shot (C) — VFW (W.
Memphis, AR)

Amro/Rock 98 Jam (V) — Omni—Daisy***

20

Wednesday

Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Café
Fly By Night (P) — Stage Stop***
Front Street Blues Band (T) — Lou‘s Place
Jesse Brownfield (P) — Court Square Cafe***
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Blues
Jazz
Rock & Roll

Mark Kitchens (V) — P & H Cafe

Jazz Countdown Reinstated (T) — Belmont Grill
"Little Mary Sunshine" (F) — Rhodes College
Live Music (P) — Court Square Cafe***
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Mike Crews (P) — Hi Roller II***
MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Mark Kitchens & Holdup (V) — Castaways

T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

MSO Chamberworks (F) — St. Luke‘s Methodist
Church

Terry Eubanks (DJ) — Holiday Inn

Mike Crews Band (P) — Hi Roller II***
"Nine" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

Willys (P) — Bombay***

.-}\May, 1987

NEW
Aggressive
Booking Agency
FOR

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton

BEALE STREET
Entertainment
Booking
(901) 525—8979
Ask For Mike Glenn

cont. next page
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TerryHackenberger(V)
Eubanks(DJ)— Holiday
Tom
— HiltonInn

«aaye 5 / |
from previous page

21
Thursday
America/Three Dog Night/Willys (P) — Mud
Island Amphitheatre ***
Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors
"Dark" (F) — Playhouse on the Square
Del Feugos/The Arlingtons (N) — Antenna
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe
Drama w/Suzanne Jerome Taylor (P) —
Bombayttt
Fly By Night (P) — Stage Stop***
"Fool For Love" (F) — Circuit Playhouse
Front Street Blues Band (T) — Lou‘s Place
Good Question (P) — Mud Island Amphitheatre***
Good Question (P) — Peabody
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors
MVP (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Steve Reid (P) — Hi Roller II***
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace
T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

HIGH

22 Rockets(T)— Rum Boogie
Friday
Anson&the
Cafe— Bad
BenBob‘sCauley
&
the
River
City
Band
(V)
Vapors
Bluegrass
Night(N)—Antenna
(T)— Harvester Lane
C.S.
Angels
"Dark"(F)—Playhouseon
the Square
DavidJones&
DoubleShot
Detail
(P)Night(P)—
— Hi RollerStageII***Stop***
FlyBy
"Fool
ForStreetLove"(F)
— Circuit Playhouse
Front
BluesBand(T)
— Lou‘sPlace
Good
Question
(P)
—
Breezes
JohnSebastian(P)—
PeabodyAlley***
"Little
MarySunshine"(F)
— RhodesCollege
LouRoberts/Dee
DeeMcCarver&
Band(V)—
Bad
Bob‘sVapors
MakAR)Kaylor Band(V)— Classof‘55 (ForestCity,
Mark
Kitchens&Holdup
(V)—Montana‘s
MVP(V)
—
Captain
Bilbo‘s
Special Edition (V)— Dad‘s Place

(at

Cooper)

SUN. — NO COVER

TUES. — LADIES NIGHT
NO COVER — SAM WILLIAMS
WED. — 25¢ DRAFT
NO COVER — MIKE CREWS
THUR. — DOLLAR NIGHT
NCO COVER — STEVE REID
B.Y.0.B.
274—0540
‘Page 48

TemaPatz/ShnwnChry&Tno(V) Lobster
Louie‘s
Terry Eubanks (DJ) — Holiday Inn (Brooks Rd.)
Terry Humphrey (C) — Western Steak House
Think As Incas (P) — Court Square Cafe***
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton
Touchtones (V) — Daily Planet
Windows (P) — Bombay***
Tim Walsh/Pink Floyd Laser Show (P) —
ParamountII

23

Saturday

Anson & the Rockets (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe
Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors
Cafe Racers (P) — Bombay***
Country Music Night (C) — Harvester Lane
David Jones & Double Shot (C) — VFW (W.
Memphis, Ar)
Detail (P) — Hi Roller II***
Fly By Night (P) — Stage Stop***
"Fool For Love" (F) — Circuit Playhouse
Front Street Blues Band (T) — Lou‘s Place
Good Question (P) — Breeze‘s
"Little Mary Sunshine" (F) — Rhodes College
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

LATE NIGHT MUSIC
Weekdays 9—1 Weekends 10:30—4:30

ROLLER

2128 Madison

StsmlhbolllNedDavil&Band(C)Country

FRI, SAT, SUN 1st, 2nd, 3rd
EVEN STEVEN
FRI, SAT, SUN 8th, 9th 10th
PAM e nr: PASSIONS
FRI, SAT, SUN 15th, 16th, 17th
RECKLESS
FRI, SAT, SUN 22nd, 23rd, 24th
DETAIL
FRI, SAT, SUN 29th, 30th, 31st
THE MIKE CREWS
BAND

MEMPHIS STAR
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~ Toxic Shock(P) — Hi Roller I1***
Tim Walsh/Pink Floyd Laser Show (P) —
Paramount II***
25

Monday

Brady & Hollye (V) — Bombay***
Good Question (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Journey‘s End (P) — Stage Stop***
Kelly Johnson (P) — Court Square Cafe***
Mark Kitchens & Holdup (V) — Murphey‘s
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Talent Contest (V) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors
The Tangents (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe

26

Tuesday

Ben Cauley & the River CltyBand(V) Bad
Bob‘s Vapors __
P

o

musk
smt

STOCK
[IN
]
Yamaha Drums
D Drums

We Sell
Lighting Systems
Guitar Parts
Drum Heads
Sticks
and carry
a complete line
of Signal products
601—342—1608
1219 Stateline
Rd.
Southaven,
MS
38671
Gaymart
(Just Shopping
East of 1—55)Center

(Check Out The Absolute
Best Digital Drum Set on
The Market)

o dal

24
Sunday
Backswing (T) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors
Bluebeats (N) — Bombay***
Captain Phil McGee & Hottennazz (N) — French
Quarter
David Jones & Double Shot (C) — VFW (W.
Memphis, AR)
David Windham (P) — Court Square Cafe***
"Fool For Love" (F) — Circuit Playhouse
Jazz Countdown Reinstated (T) — Belmont Grill
"Little Mary Sunshine" (F) — Rhodes College
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors
Mark Kitchens & Holdup (V) — Castaways
Mike Crews Band (P) — Hi Roller II***
The Tangents (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe
Tom Hackenbergcr (V) — Riverside Grille ___

Good, Good Prices

Hours: Mon—Fri
10—6; Sat 11—5
Closed Sunday

RECORDING FOR THE
RICH & FAMOUS AND
THE POOR & HUNGRY
No matter what your recording budget, Cotton
Row Recording can meet your needs. Our main studio
is 24 track and equipped with a Trident Series 80 con
sole and an Otari MTR 90 tape machine. Add to that
Memphis‘ hottest engineers and producers, and
you‘ve got the best sound in town.
Upstairs is a cozy little studio called The Attic. In
The Attic we offer 8, 12 or 16 track recording at
very affordable rates. It‘s a great place to be creative
without going too far into the pocket.
So if you‘re somewhere between Rich & Famous
and Poor & Hungry, call Cotton Row Recording at
901—276—8518. Orcall TheAttic at901—276—8525. ~

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogne Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

1503MadisonAvenue»Memphis, TN38104

Jason D. Williams (V) — Mud Island Sunset Party
Journey‘s End (P) — Stage Stop***
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors
cont. next page
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bab ots,

Tim Walsh/Pink Floyd Laser Show (P) —
Paramount II

Great New Products

gone rhe rableNuala ber

Love Tractor (N) — Antenna
Mak Kaylor Band (V) — Class of ‘55 (Forest City,
AR)
Mark Kitchens & Holdup (V) — Montana‘s
MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace
T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave
Teresa Pate/Shawn Clary & Trio (V) — Lobster
Louie‘s
Terry Eubanks (DJ) — Holiday Inn (Brooks RD.)
Terry Humphrey (C) — Western Steak House
Touchtones (V) — Daily Planet

Co) ola — g
from previous page
Mary Jane Collins (V) — Lou‘s Place
MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Psycho/Cancerous Growth (N) — Antenna
Sam Williams (P) — Hi Roller II***
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace
Wolfgang (P) — Bombay***
Amro/Rock 98 Jam (V) — Omni—Daisy***

27.
Wednesday
Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe
Front Street Blues Band (T) — Lou‘s Place
Jesse Brownfield (P) — Court Square Cafe***
Journey‘s End (P) — Stage Stop***
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors
Mark Kitchens (V) — P & H Cafe
Mike Crews (P) — Hi Roller II***
MVP (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace
T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave
Terry Eubanks (DJ) — Holiday Inn (Brooks Rd.)
Willys (P) — Bombay***

28
Thursday
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Band
Front Street Blues Band (T) — Lou‘s Place
Journey‘s End (P) — Stage Stop***
"Little Mary Sunshine" (F) — Rhodes College
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors
MVP (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Shakers (P) — Bombay***
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Steve Reid (P) — Hi Roller II***
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace
T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave
The Agency (P) — Cruel Shoe
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton

29
Friday
Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors
Bluegrass Night (T) — Harvester Lane
Page 50

oat tree

"Torch Song Trilogy" (F) — Playhouse on the
Square
Wolfgang (P) — Court Square Cafe***

David Jones & Double Shot (C) — VFW (W.
+g ..>
Memphis, AR)
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Sunday
Boogie Cafe
Backswing (T) — Captain Bilbo‘s
<.
"Fool For Love" (F) — Circ: Playhouse
Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors
/
Front Street Blues Band (T) — Lou‘s Place
Bluebeats (N) — Bombay***
Good Question (P) — Breezes
Captain Phil McGee & Hottennazz (V) — French
Journey‘s End (P) — Stage Stop***
Quarter
"Little Mary Sunshine" (F) — Rhodes College
uble Shot (C) — VFW (W.
David Jones &
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Memphis, AR)
Bad Bob‘s Vapors
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Mark Kitchens & Holdup (V) — Montana‘s
Boogie Cafe
Mike Crews Band (P) — Hi Roller Ii***
"Fool For Love" (F) — Circuit Playhouse
MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Jazz Countdown Reinstated (T) — Belmont Grill
Reba & the Portables (P) — Bombay***
"Little Mary Sunshine" (F) — Rhodes College
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace
Mark Kitchens & Holdup (V) — Castaways
T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave
Mike Crews Band (P) — Hi Roller II***
Teresa Pate/Shawn Clary & Trio (V) — Lobster
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Riverside Grille
Louie‘s
"Torch Song Trilogy" (F) — Playhouse on the
Terry Eubanks (DJ) — Holiday Inn (Brooks Rd.)
Square
Terry Humphrey (C) — Western Steak House
Wolfgang (P) — Court Square Cafe***
Think As Incas (N) — Antenna
Beach Boys (P) — Mud Island Ampitheatre***
"Torch Song Trilogy" (F) — Playhouse on the
*
Square
Soul Capitalists (N) — Court Square Cafe***
LP Reviews
from page 39
30
Saturday
Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors
Country Music Night (C) — Harvester Lane
David Jones & Double Shot (C) — VFW (W. _
Memphis, AR)
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe
"Fool For Love" (F) — Playhouse on the Square
Front Street Blues Band (T) — Lou‘s Place
Good Question (P) — Breezes
Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — Bombay***
Journey‘s End (P) — Stage Stop***
"Little Mary Sunshine" (F) — Rhodes College
Lou Roberts/Dee Dee McCarver & Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors
Mark Kitchens & Holdup (V) — Montana‘s
Mike Crews Band (P) — Hi Roller II***
MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace
T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave
Teresa Pate/Shawn Clary & Trio (V) — Lobster
Louie‘s
Terry Eubanks (DJ) — Holiday Inn (Brooks Rd.)
Terry Humphrey (C) — Western Steak House
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza
MEMPHIS STAR

Melvin Jones, if you‘re reading this
give this one a chance. It‘s a fine
commercial track, with enough sea—
soning to maybe catch on. Which
could lead to other things.
"Forever Yours" is one step from
naturally recreating the Average
White Band‘s "A Love Of Your Own."
The harmony is there, but the pro—
duction doesn‘t do the vocals justice.
Oddly, Mason seems rushed on this
track whereas their style seems too
assured on the rest of the album to
lope through a song.
"Crazy Song" is a superb mid—
tempo just begging for a party with
an apprehensive mid—life. I just can‘t
say enough for the melding of this
band‘s talent. Yes, their influences
overpower a track or two, but this is
the best debut album produced in
Memphis that I‘ve heard in a decade.
Also, on the down side the art
direction does them no favor. The
clothes are dull, (ugly actually), and
their photos aren‘t sharp. Mind you
my best professional friend took
them, the Memphis Star‘s head pho—
tographer, but I know damn well
May, 1987

ww!
whoever made the final decision on
these should have thought twice.
Sadly, the missing post—production
glue could keep this talented group‘s
debut from a lot of people‘s hands.
But hopefully Elektra Records‘
Artists and Repertoire department
knows that the shine is more impor—
tant on wax than the wrapper.
Though their name isn‘t user—
friendly, Mason is, to borrow from
the lyrics, a band with "something
not too ordinary." x

city

MAY

Neil Young

Ricky Van Shelton
"Wild—eyed Dream"

Limit"

9th

Exile/The Maines Brothers Band

16th

Waylon Jennings/Billy Joe Shaver

23rd

Eddie Rabbitt/Tammy Wynette

(CBS)

by Sandy McKenna
Ricky Van Shelton‘s "Wild—Eyed
Dream" is his first recording effort
and wails with a pure tonal quality
oozing raw appeal.
His singular
voice is captivating, but, un—
fortunately, neither the songs nor
© their production do it justice.
On the album (which was
engineered from his demo) Van
Shelton has not yet developed the
experience needed to project emotion
on tape. The lack of studio guidance
is evident. Those wonderful sounds
he creates lack feeling. A heart—.
wrenching country warbler should
be able to tell a story in, not just what
he sings, but the WAY he sings it.
My intuition tells me that maybe
this new up—and—comer was pulled
from the labor force into the lime—
light too quickly (looks like his
producers dropped his shirt in the
rush.) If he can keep from catching
cold, Van Shelton‘s natural ability

will cutsing
gain himle makesh
some notoriet
y onthe
as his
title
eadway
charts. Perhaps his success will give

him some bargaining power to hold
out for more thorough production
efforts on his next LP.
a
P
Meanwhile, Mr. Van Shelton, keep
on singing, but stay clear of the chilly

cc
oink
cultivated to its fullest
And
remember: although it‘s true that sex
sellsv a song that bears your son] is far
more enticing to music fans than an

album cover that bares your chest. x

— May, 1987
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Ricky Skaggs/The Judds

KNC) -T
Memphis
Star
T—Shirts
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__"__"—00 71
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J (1) T—Shirt $6.
(2) T—Shirts $12.9"
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Star Tracks
RODANCA
CONSULTANTS TO
ABEC
NASHA
SELAN

GALICA
PICCOLO

BLUES e GOSPEL
CONTEMPORARY CHRISTIAN
OUR SPECIALTY
901—458—2285

f
from page 27

ago and it did rather well in the
European Metal Market. No word
on the label and/or backer.
David Kurtz (lead singer for an
incarnation of Looker) is rehears—
ing with a band, but as of now the
names have not been released to
protect the guilty. Just kidding.
He just wants to surprise us with
his showease. Some heavy music
names are listening to his demo,
over and over. Those reports plus
Kurtz‘ investigations of manage—
ment options sound like a strong
forecast for a David Kurtz
showcase.
f
Arletta Nightingale will begin
recording soon at Malaco Records‘
studio in Jackson, Miss. Arletta,
who won the National Amateur
Blues Awards Handy, and was fea—
tured in our November issue, was
heard recently at a Rum Boogie sit—
in session.
Bill Beaty (The Rave, The =
Shakes) dropped out of sight last
fall, but he dropped us a line. He‘s
been "holed—up in a Memphis
recording studio (The Powerhouse)
cutting original tunes for a pro—
posed album release. I‘ll return to

live playing this summer," Beaty
sez.
After a frantic but fruitful
search, The Generics have found a
new guitarist. Manager Haynes
Knight revealed the name of SPOT
to yours truly. Of course, all of you
who saw Vexx or the Rave know
he‘s really Tracy Allison.
There‘s a band runnin‘ around — _
town called High Risk. Members
are Richard Hicks, Eddie Hughes
and Randy Byrum.
&
If you‘re missing Fever look for
the Shakers. Vicki Tucker, Dave
‘~ Smith, Mike Gardner, Freddie:
Kirksey are still here with the
infamous Gene Nunez (one of Joyce
Cobb‘s finest former guitarists).
Billy and the Blasters are back
together plus one. Evan Leake is
the add on with Barry Kemp,
Kenny Blann, Van Toomey, Mike
Lowrimore and JC Roberts
reunited again.
Lee Miller and Rick Wilson have
‘regrouped to play out in their
acoustic—electric format. I caught a
set of melodic classics last month
and the time warp was wonderful.
Highly recommended.
That‘s all folks. . . . Memphis‘
May fortune cookie say "Rock like
an Egyptian!" |x.
8

Luther Vandross, Shirley Murdock

To Perform May 7th
STRINGS
&THINGS
Dib}

COHN, KLEIMAN & HARRIS
ATTORNEYS
ENTERTAINMENT & SPORTS LAW
Also offering general legal services for
the business and the individual.
for appointment contact:
Karen Sobiecki, Office Manager
or
C. Stephen Weaver
Suite 950, White Station Tower
5050 Poplar Ave.
Memphis, TN 38157
(901) 682—5500
EAST MEMPHIS — JUST WEST OF 1—240
Tennessee does not certify specialists in the law. and
we do not claim certification in any listed area.
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She‘s a very talented upstart,
he‘s the pillow—talk king of the
‘80‘s. Triple platinum again with
his latest Ip Give Me The Reason,
Vandross is an automatic crowd
pleaser. As with his last tour, his
slick but personable style will be
featured on a revolving octagonal
stage; this time, warmed by
Murdock‘s dynamic belting style
straight out of the black church
and honed with urbane spice. Her
debut lp is a huge hit, thanks to her
#1 single "As We Lay." Tickets are
$15.50, if any are still available for
the May 7th show. Speculation of
a second show ‘is rampant but not
scheduled as of our press time. *
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Bamboo Curtain
from page 33
TV music competition. It featured
amateur pop acts from Chinese uni—
versity students — an oriental Talent
Party. The music and dress styles
and dancing would probably draw
hoots and snickers from most
Memphis Star readers. But, it was
sincere, it was competent, they were
excited and having a great time.
Some of the best dance halls in
Guangzhou and other big cities are
located in the big tourist hotels,
where high prices effectively bar
many Chinese, though not all. Until
1984, these places could bar Chinese
regardless, but the government has
made this illegal. Nevertheless, the
possibilities for musical entertain—
ment are far greater here in
Guangzhou than in my backwoods
city of Xian, which is to Guangzhou
what Peoria is to Manhattan. And
each year the possibilities increase
significantly.
Shanghai, population 12 million, is
similar to Guangzhou: rich,
progressive, exposed to the outside
world.
The reliable English

language newspaper China Daily
recently described a dance hall here
as follows:
"In an air—conditioned ballroom in
Shanghai‘s trendy and chic west side,
dozens of young men and women were
jolting, bending, laughing and
screaming to the blaring rhythms:
‘America, America, America ...
The lightingjust lifts the scene out of
total darkness.
Above the marble
dance floor is a U.S. $260,000 light
and sound system attached to a
chrome steel frame.
Wheeling and
blazing colored lights and dazzling
flashes shock the nerves. The music is
so loud as to turn casual conversation
into desperate shouting. Thick, dark
glass secludes this crazy world from
the outside.
Yes, it‘s a real
discotheque."
True enough. What more can I
say? Though the tone of this excerpt
from the state newspaper is critical,
the rest of the article goes on to
describe how ‘wonderful‘ an evening
in such a place can be, and to lament
the lack of similarly interesting
places in Shanghai to take a date.
Anyway, the great majority of
China‘s 1.2 billion rarely have such

Congratulations

For

1987

Your

RICHARD

But each year since about 1973,
when they toppled the Gang of Four
and initiated many reforms, life here
has improved and China is becoming
more a part of the world. Changes
have indeed been great. Why, not ten
years ago, the only possible and
acceptable Saturday night entertain—
ment was perhaps a political theory
class discussing the virtue of Mao
Tse—Tung Thought. But no one really
cares about the Chairman anymore.
So, maybe, hopefully, someday all the
Chinese can experience what the hip,
urban youth call ‘fun‘: renao, which
translated literally means ‘heat and
noise." Then, next, in a few years,
who knows . .. a Chinese Elvis? x

l

WKNO

Successful

Action

NCHOR

To

an experience. Indeed, 75 percent of
the population lives in the small
towns and villages of the countryside
where such things are non—existent.
If this seems strange, remember that
China is still extremely poor, and
wide—spread starvation was
experienced as recently at 1983, and
a little bit even now. It is not a
modern nation. Life is hard here.
With all these problems, whose got
time for music? Maybe the Blues ...

Auction

REALTORS

HALFORD

Road
Memphis, TN 38128

(Home) 901—386—7743

4229 James

(Business) 901—377—1100

___
May, 1987
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ical
MEMPHIS STAR Classifieds are inexpensive and effective. To place a classified ad stop
by our office or send your ad to the MEMPHIS STAR, 643 S. Highland, Memphis, TN
38111. Cost is only 25¢ per word. Each word in bold face is 50¢. $4 minimum. Check or
money order must accompany your ad and we must receive it by the 16th of the month.

‘ Recording artist seeks Toto/Robbie Nevil—
type original material for project this
summer. Contact Last World Productions at
781—2431. 15/87
WANTED: Rock Singers — 7894293. 1/5 a7
MUSICAL DIRECTOR/ACCOMPANIST
JOB AVAILABLE — Gaslight Dinner Theatre,
Memphis, TN. Production of original
musical called Saga of Roaring Gulch which
is a spoof of Western melodramas. Salary
offered for rehearsals through end of pro—
duction. Show runs July 30 — August 30,
1987. Run consists of six (6) shows per week
including at least three Wednesday
matinees. Rehearsals begin July 11. Send
letter/resume to Joey Butler, Artistic Dir—
ector, Gaslight Dinner Theatre, 1110 E.
Brooks Rd., Memphis, TN 38116. Call (901)
396—7474 for more information. 1/5 87
THE MEMPHIS STAR is seeking entry level
writers in all fields of music. Must be co—
herent and responsible. Nominal com—
pensation but many other rewards. Inter—
ested? Call Susan Hesson at 452—7827
M—F, 9—5. th
—
4

Blues, Reggae & Afro—Beat Music: prewar
country blues (incl. Memphians Furry Lewis
& Memphis Minnie), classic to
contemporary blues from all regions/times
_on LPs, 45s, and cassettes. Plenty of
imports. Also blues books and mags.
Reggae, Afro—beat LPs/cassettes direct from
Jamaica, the Carribean & the Dark Con—
tinent! Whether it‘s King Sunny Ade and
Chief Commander Ebenezer Obey or Sonny
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Lowrey Theatre Console organ — string and
brass synthesizers — rhythm section — tape
player — other features. Call 743—9389. 1/5/87

For Sale: Roland Electric Drums, $2400.
value for only $1000.00 cash. 3 months old,
written guarantee. Call Miller T.V. 1—601—
534—3148. 1/4/87

SEX! Planning a demo? St. Michaels Prod.
will give you the. most for your money,
guaranteed!" 8, 16, 24, 32 track. William
Chadwick (901) 373—3636 or John Lennon
(619) 698—6797. 14/87

BANDS: Tired of the same old booking
hassles? Try Us! Call Mike Glenn at Beale
Street Entertainment Booking Agency at
(901) 525—8979. 1/4/87

AmeLody Music — Production and
Publishing Co. of Los Angeles, CA
specializing in Gospel Recordings, families,
choirs, children, groups, etc.
Studios
available. For information and rates. call
Mrs. D. Hall — Vice President (901) 725—0862
between 12 — 5 or write P.O. Box 14115,
Memphis, TN 38114.

Bass—Amp: Kustom 50 with 12 in. speaker.
MxR 10 band graphic — AC powered. 276—
6967. ware?

Unreal Guitar Lessons:
Master the
techniques of Stanley, Malmsteen, and
many others! These lessons include finger
fretting, overhead extentions, arpeggiated
licks, modes, positioning and much more!
Beginners welcome. Call Sean O‘Donnell at
(901) 363.5138. 114/87

Diverse Songwriter seeking to be
‘ published...needs sincere and giverse
keyboard player. Call Melvin Smith. Home—
728—6305, work—576—5252. 1/4/87.

‘Photography: Band and artist promos,
model portfolios and creative freelance
(album) photography. The lowest rates in
town. Let us expose your group as the best.
Call Kelly Craig at 353—0346 or 278—4927.
1/10/86

Pro—Bass—S.D. Curlee top of line with case.
All brass hardware, beautiful. Call276—6967.

66 E. Fernwood 3 BR Eat—in Kitchen, Den, 1%
bath, all brick. Nice neighborhood. West of
Third St. Greater Memphis Realty. 386—8102
Broker Cordell Jackson. 1/5/87

DRUM LESSONS — all styles. Bachelor of
Music. Steve Ebe 327—8817.1/4/87.

ANSWERING SERVICE $30—35. 24 HR. 7
DAYS A WEEK. P.O. BOX SUITES. AARON
ANSWER 324—4040 Ext. 23. 1/4/87.

»
Rickenbacker 4001 Bass with case. All
natural finish. Call 276—6967. 1/5/87

32), Williamson and Eddy "The Chiet" Clear—
ter, Back Forty Records serves up a
gourmet antidote to top forty FM baby food.
Drop down to Oxford, Mississippi and visit
our retail store on the Square (Mon.—Sat., ,
10 a.m. — 6 p.m.) or write for a catalog: P.O.
Box 1745, Oxford, MS 38655. 601—236—2918.
Pass the hot sauce! 1/3/87
air ~

The Memphis Star has an opening for a
career oriented professional advertising
representative. Call 452—7827 for appoint—
ment. IH
—

"GOSPEL RECORDS SPECIAL" Complete
Record Package including studio time. Low
price. Call now GCS Records. (901) 274—
2726. 1/5/87

Fender Rhodes suitcase electronic piano.
$400 or best offer. Please call Jan at (901)
274—0900. 1/5/87

DRUMMER, experienced and versatile,
looking to join working band. Also available
for country club gigs, one—niters, etc. Can
travel, too. Call Gene at 327—1931 or
323—5130. 1/3/87

1920‘s Warehouse converted to Loft Apart— °
ments. Spacious high ceilings, exposed
brick, skylight, all appliances furnished
including built—in microwave and
refrigerator w/icemaker.
Located in
historical South Main District. CALL 52—
LOFTS. vae?

Experienced
Drummer,
Contemporary
Country, Contemporary Rock and Blues.
— Working in Arkansas — Wants to work in
©Memphis or on the road. Call Tim Beard at
(501) 684—7114. 2724/87
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Yamaha DX—7 $1350.00; Peavy KB300 Amp, >
$325. Call 342—2744. 1/4/87

2 pair of ELECTROVOICE Horns, in
cabinets, with handles. Call 327—8817. 1/4/87

Band Trailers by Eagle & Parkhurst. World‘s
finest. Call Bob Tucker 362—9000. 124/86
20" Zildjian Ride, exc. cond., Jeff; 728—6271.
1/3787
For Sale: $5400 of musical equipment. (2)
complete sets of drums. Pearl 7—piece with
all cymbals. Roland DDR—30 Electronic
Digital Drums. All in great condition. Sell for
$2800. Miller TV & Music, (601) 534—3148.
1/8787
For Sale: Classic 1965 Volvo 1225. Good
physical condition, needs some mechanical
restoration. Good gas mileage. Call Susan at
(901) 452—7827 or 726—6722.

Keyboard — Korg Symphonic with strings.
Excellent condition. $649.°. Call (901)
683—6943. 2/87.
Roland DDR—30 Electronic Drums. Consists
of: Rack, Brain, Stands, Cymbal, everything
for today‘s drummer. Cost $2000.®°. Sell for
$1250.®°. Call Miller TV and Music store.
1—601—534—3148. 1/2/87.

Yamaha Headless Bass w/c. $450.00.
Phoenix Electra electric guitar $150.00. Call
‘Lyonel at (901) 794—1146. 1/2/87.
Effects: Boss Chorus CE3, $50.00; Boss
Delay DM—3, $75.00; Ratt Distortion $40.00.
Call Lyonel (901) 794—1146.1/2787
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The Music Store.
Ia
4466 Elvis Presley Blvd.]s

Baskin—Robbins
1811 Kirby Parkway (at Poplar)
Memphis, TN 38138

Roadshow BMW
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Memphis, TN 38115
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MAY 31
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Now
$16.50
SEATS
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SPECIAL GUEST
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Announced

JUNE 4 + 8:00 PM
ON SALE
RESERVE
SEATS
$16.00
NOW
SOUNDS PLUS (W
LAURELWOOD), SOUND SHOP (HICKORY RIDGE),
SEARS (RALEIGH, SOUTHLAND, HICKORY RIDGE,
TICKET OUTLETS: TICKET HUB (149 N. ANGELUS),
(OXFORD), AND ALLTICKET MASTER
ALBUM ALLEY (TUPELO}, SOUND SHOP
DOG (JONESBORO), MR. AUDIO (BLYTHEVILLE),
MPHS.), SOUTHERN SOUNDS (JACKSON), HOT
TN 38104. SEND
MEMPHIS,
ANGELUS,
N.
149
TICKET AT ALL OUTLETS. MAIL ORDER: NAME OF CONCERT, TICKET HUB,
LOCATIONS. 50¢ CONVENIENCE CHARGE PER
MONEY ORDER OR CASHIER‘S CHECK & A SELF—ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE. PHONE ORDERS: VISA AND MASTERCARD ONLY, $1.00 EXTRA PER TICKET PHONE
725—HUBB, MON—SAT 10AM—4PM AND SUNDAY 12—4PM

